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PREFACE

Although the total amount of water on Earth la generally assumed to 
have remained virtually constant during recorded history, periods of 
flood and drought have challenged the intellect of man to hava the 
capacity to control the water resources available to him. Currently, 
the rapid growth of population, together with the extension of 
irrigated agriculture and industrial development, are stressing the 
quantity and quality aspects of the natural system. Because of the 
increasing problems, man has begun to realize that he can no longer 
follow a "use And discard” philosophy - either with water resources 
or any other natural resource. As a result, the need for a 
consistent policy of rational management of water resources has 
become evident.

Rational water management, however, should be founded upon a thorough 
understanding of water availability and movement. Thus, as a 
contribution to the solution of the world's water problems, Unesco, 
in 1965, began the first worldwide programme of studies of the 
hydrological cycle - the international Hydrological Deoade (1HD). 
The research programme was complemented by a major effort in the 
field of hydrological education and training. The activities 
undertaken during the Decade proved to be of great interest and value 
to Member States. By the end of that period a majority of Unesco's 
Member States had formed IHD National Committees to carry out the 
relevant national activities and to participate in regional and 
international cooperation within the IHD programme. The knowledge of 
the world's water resources as an independent professional option and 
facilities for the training of hydrologists had been developed.

Conscious of the need to expand upon the efforts initiated during the 
International Hydrological Decade, and, following the recommendations 
of Member States, Unesco, in 1975» launched a new long-term 
intergovernmental programme, the International Hydrological Programme 
(IHP), to follow the Decade.

Although the IHP is basically a scientific and educational programme, 
Unesco has been aware from the beginning of a need to direct its 
activities toward the practical solutions of the world's very real 
water resources problems. Accordingly, and in line with the 
recommendations of the 1977 United Nations Water Conference, the 
objectives of the International Hydrologloal Programme have been 
gradually expanded in order to cover not only hydrological processes 
considered in interrelationship with the environment and human 
activities, but aiso the scientific aspeots of multi-purpose 
utilization and conservation of water resources to meet the needs of 
economic and social development. Thus, while maintaining IHP's 
scientific concept, the objectives have shifted perceptibly towards a 
multidisciplinary approach to the assessment, planning, and rational 
management of water resources.

As part of Unesco's contribution to the objectives of the IHP, two 
publication series are issuedi "Studies and Reports in Hydrology" and 
"Technical Papers in Hydrology". In addition to these publications, 
and in order to expedite exchange of information, some works ara 
issued in the form of Technical Documents.
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FOREWORD

One of the objectives of the second phase of the International 
Hydrological Programme (1981-1963) was to 'stimulate and support 
studies concerning the determination and prediction of the Influence 
of man's activities on the hydrological regime and of the 
Interactions of these activities with the environment'. Under this 
prograaune objective the IHP-II Project A.3.8 was undertaken to study 
methods of assessing the 'influence of hydraulic structures on 
sedimentation processes and flow regime'.

The Intergovernmental Council of the IHP approved the proposal of the 
Bulgarian National Committee for the IHP to take the responsibility 
for the execution of this projeot.

The Bulgarian National Committee for the IHP established a Working 
Oroup under the chairmanship of Professor S. Raynov. In April 1984, 
the Bulgarian National Committee organized, with the support of 
Unesco, a Workshop on 'Evaluation of the Influence of Hydraulic 
Structures on River Bed Processes Downstream from Dams' in which 
experts from Argentina, Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Poland and the USSR participated.

Two meetings of the Editorial Board took place in Paris (August 1985, 
June 1986) consisting of Prof. S. Raynov (Higher Institute of 
Architecture and Civil Engineering, Bulgaria), Dr. D. Pechinov 
(Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology of the Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences, Bulgaria), Dr. Z. Kopallany (State Hydrological Institute, 
USSR) and Dr. R.D. Hey (School of Environmental Sciences, University 
of East Anglia, U.K.). Dr. M. Rusinov, IHP Secretariat, provided the 
technical secretariat.

Unesco is much indebted to the following experts who assisted in the 
preparation of this reports R.A. Lopardo (Argentina), E.V. Davis 
(Cuba), V. Strauss (Czechoslovakia), S. Shalash (Egypt), S.N. Boulos 
(Egypt), F.H. Weiss (PRG), Z. Mikulski (Poland).
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1 INTRODUCTION

RIvara, under natural conditions, ara continually erodlnc or 
depoaitlnc. Thia can ba consldarad »s althar ravarslbla or 
lrravarslbla.

Ravarslbla chancei rasult from tha natural eyela of watar and 
sadlsiant run-off from a oatchmant. Tha rlvar add Ustina Its shspa and 
dlmanslons In rasponsa to any lnbalanca batwaan sadlmant supply and 
Its transport capacity. Whan tha supply of sadlmant Is lass than tha 
transport capacity of tha rlvar, erosion occurs. This eventually 
ceases whan tha lnoraasad cross-saotlonal arae, reduced channel slope 
and veloelty decreases tha sadlmant transport aapaalty of the river. 
When the Input load exceeds tha transport capacity, deposition 
occurs. This will cease whan tha decreased erosa saotlonal ares. 
Increased slope and velocity, Increases Its transport capacity.

Irreversible chances normally ooour under natural conditions in tha 
upper and lower reaches of a river. In tha upper reaches systematic 
erosion occurs, while deposition results In the lower reaches. In 
natural rivers these chances take place so slowly that for 
encineerlnc and economic assessment purposes they may be lenored. .

Man-made activities, for example, chanae in land-use, construction of 
dams, interbasin water transfer; and recional river reculâtion 
schemes, river stabilisation and tralninc activities, flood control, 
dredcinc and stralchtenlns can ali lead to slcnifleant chances in the 
dlscharce realee and volume and calibre of the sediment load, which 
can result In systematic erosion or deposition (table 1.1). Any 
increase In transport capacity or deorease in the quantity or oallbre 
of the sediment transported will precipitate erosion.

Deorease in the transport oapacity or any increase in the volume or 
oallbre of the sediment belnc transported will cause deposition. The 
intensity of these erosional or depositional phases depends on the 
decree of inbalance between sediment supply and transport capacity 
and, in the eeae of erosion, on the calibre of the bed material.

Any man-induoed chanae whlah alters the hydraulic characteristics or 
hydrolocical realm* of a river can cause erosion or deposition. There 
are numerous examples In which sudden, detrimental and very often 
catastrophic chances have occurred, which affect both encineerlnc 
structures and the rJver environment, as a result of icnorinc the 
flow processes operatlnc in alluvial channels. The primary aim of 
thio report. Implemented under IHP II project A.3.8, is to present 
case-studies of river response to the construction of encineerlnc 
structures and the implementation of river basin manacement and 
development procrammes, in order to identify the decree and nature of 
erosion and deposition so that they may be token into aocount when 
desicninc new structures and protectus exlstinc ones. In addition 
empirioal and numerical modellina procedures are outlined for 
prediotinc eroslCn and deposition and chances in channel form as a 
result of the construction and operation of river encineerlnc works 
and dredcinc aotivlty.

9



Table 1.1 Causes of channel Instability

Characteristic Nature Type of Cause of Instability
of chanae channel Instability

Transport
capacity

Increase degradation

1. Canalization and 
training works

2. Downstream of 
river outfall

3. Reduction In base 
level

4. Upstream of 
dredged reach

decrease aggradation

1. Upstream from 
reservoirs

2. Downstream from 
river intake

3. Rise In base 
level

4. Downstream end of 
dredged reach

Sediment
discharge

1. Increase of
surface erosion 
from drainage 
basin

increase aggradation 2. Increase in
sediment 
production as a 
result of 
building works

decrease degradation

1. Downstream from 
reservoirs

2. Downstream from 
dredged reach

3. Decrease of sur
face erosion from 
drainage basin

2. CHANNEL INSTABILITY DUE TO RESERVOIR CONSTRUCTION

Prior to 1973 there were 1347 reservoirs In the world with capacities 
greater than 100 x IO® m3 (total capacity of 4100 x 10$ m3). In
addition there were between IO and 20,000 smaller reservoirs (total 
capacity abv ; t 200 x lo9 m3), Their combined capacity, 4300 x 10^ m3 
is 6X of the mean annual run-off of the world's rivers (Lvovitch,
1974). Qiven the increased need for water for power, navigation,
agricultural use, and human consumption and the disparity of areas of 
water supply and areas of demand, reservoir construction will
continue at an accelerated rate.

One of the most important problems relating to the construction and 
operation of reservoirs is that of erosion and deposition!
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sedimentation in th« reservoir and erosion downstream from the dam. 
Conalder a reaoh of alluvial channel that waa stable prior to dam 
construction. The reservoir becomes a trap for the sediment run off 
from upstream, while downstream from the dam Irreversible erosion 
ocours due to the fact that transported material is not replaced by 
sediment from upstream.

When designing a new dam, it is necessary to predict the rete of 
sedimentation in the reservoir, as this influences its operational 
efficiency and design life. Onos constructed, especially if accretion 
is rapid, systematic measurements of hydrological and morphological 
parameters should be taken in order to provide data to aid the 
improvement of existing mathematical models or aid the development of 
new ones.

Erosion downstream from dams vnd hydro-electric power stations is 
often not considered in detail with the result that problems can 
occur due to bed scour (reconstruction of engineering structures), 
reduction in water levels (additional controls to maintain navigation 
depths) and decrease of groundwater levels. Erosion la controlled by 
a number of faotore - type and period of construction, regulating 
capability of the reservoir, operational regime of hydro-electric 
power stations, sediment run-off regime and typa of river bed 
structures, rip-rap calibre, change in run-off and sediment yield 
from tributaries in response to reservoir sedimentation and 
downstream erosion. Predicting the response of a particular river to 
these ohanges, both Qualitatively and Quantitatively (rete and degree 
of change), is still relatively difficult.

2.1. RESERVOIR SEDIMENTATION

Due to the decrease in the velocity of flow in the reservoir, bed 
load and some suspended load is deposited. The amount depends on the 
regulating capability of the reservoir and the oallbre and volume of 
the sediment load.

for example, in the first IO years following construction of Iron 
Seta I dam on the Danube, ali the bed load was trapped. Suspended 
sediment load coarser than 0.2mm was deposited, although proportions 
ef the suspended load finer than 0.2mm wera transmitted downstream, 
(table 2.1).

The trap efficiency of the reservoir, which can be expressed by the 
relation Va dep.^s ' where Vm d#p( is the amount of sediment 
deposited per year and Vs is the input sediment load par year, 
depends on its regulating capability, characterized by the relation 
Vp/Vq, where Vp is the reservoir capacity and Vq the annual inflow 
to the reservoir (fig. 2.1).
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Tabl* 2.1 Suspended sediment grain-size distributions: input load, 
dapositad matarlal, transmittad load. Iron date I Rasarvolr, River 
Danuba (Raynov at al., 1977).

drain diameter 
(mm)

Input load
X

Deposited material Transmitted load

relativa 
to total 
input 
load X

relativa 
to input 
grain 
sica ft

relativa 
to total 
input 
load ft

relativa 
to input 
grain 
size ft

above 0.2 12.1 12.1 loo 0 0
0.2-0.1 12.5 12.3 98 0.2 2
0.1-0.06 9-3 8.8 95 0. 5 5
0.06-0.02 29.0 26.7 92 2-3 8
0.02-0.01 15.1 11.1 74 4. 0 26
below 0.01 22.0 15.0 68 7.0 32

TOTAL 100.0 86.0 14.0

s dep//

4/4/ 4/ 47 /✓ / / 4 / / //ƒ//

Fig. 2.1. Ralation batwaan rasarvolr trap efficiency Vg dep /V8 and 
tha regulating capability Vr/VQ (aftar Brune, 1953)
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Thia indicates a direct ralation between regulating capability and 
trap efficiency. However, avan for reservoirs with low regulatins 
capabilitiaa relatively high trap affioianeiaa partaln. Thila for a 
regulating capability of IX, 85X of tha input aadinant load panai na 
in tha reaarvoir, fop IO# - 85X ia dapoaltad, and fop 1G0X - alaaoat 
ali tha input aadinant ia ratainad. Imnadlataly poat conatruction, a 
raaarvoir haa naxinun trap affioianoy but thia decreases with tina aa 
a raault of lta populating capability baing raduca.. by aadlmantatlon. 
According to Shalaah (1982), tha aadinant diachargad through tha High 
Aawan Dan in tha flpat yaara poat dam conatruction waa 1-2% of tha 
total aadinant ylald but thia will gradually lncraaaa to 
approxlnataly 8% aftap 500 yaara whan it la axpacted that lta daad 
atopaga capacity will ba fillad (Plg. 2.2).

Years from 1975

35 55 75 95 195 295 395 495

0\ o* o ot a ON 0» Ol o\re f^ 00 a\ p N «a sc vO \o a<J\ & © o o o es en *»es es es es es es es
Years

Fig. 2.2. Projected changea in tha aadinant dlachapge below High 
Aawan Dan (aftap Shalaah, 1982) v

Karaaav (1975) auggaatad that thora wara 3 atagas in tha ppocaaa of 
raaarvoir aedlmer, tat ions

1. whan ali, or practically ali, tha input aadinant waa 
depoaltedi

2. whan aadinantation in tha reaervoip influencée tha volune 
of aadinant tranaportad paat tha dani

3. whan ali input aadinant was tranenltted paat tha den.

Skrylnlkov (1961) observed that for aavaral raaarvolra tha tranaltion 
from tha flrat stage to tha second occurred whan tha rasarvolr volume 
(Vp) la given by tha following anpirlcal equation!

Vp - 8.3 Vb

where Vb la tha original bankful1 volume of the river channel that 
haa bean drowned out by tha reservoir. In tha second, and especially 
in tha third phaea, downstream erosion dacraasas or. ceases and 
deposition may occur re-establiehing tha pre-dan condition. Tha

13



river Ihn downstream from tha Etanbaoh raaarvoir (FIs. 2.3) 
llluatratlva of thia process. '

la

Jf
u o

4 5
Distance,km

FIs* 2,3 Volusia of aadinant eroded or deposited 
Etanbaoh raaarvoir on tha river Ihn.

downstream from

Tha typa of reservoir (lake, river), water level resima and sraln 
elsa characteristics of the Input sediment load control sedimentation 
patterns. The coarse fraction la deposited first, while fine 
material is deposited nearer the dam (fis. 2.4). The water level 
resima In the reservoir plays an important role In the distribution 
of sediment and their movement towards the dam. Thia fact Is often 
used for reservoir flushins, enablins deposited material to be 
discharsed downstream, which can lead to decreased erosion below the 
dam.

As was emphasised above, sediment sise stronsly influences the amount 
of material that is deposited or transmitted throush the reservoir. 
Coarse material leads to increased deposition and a reduction in the 
amount transmitted and vice versa with fine material (table 2.1).

This fact should be borne in mind when predicting rates of reservoir 
sedimentation since this influences the degree of bed degradation 
downstream.

Field studies of reservoir sedimentation have been carried out since 
the end of the last century by Schoklitsch (1914), Poliakov (1935). 
Orth (1934), Levi (1938), Shamov (1939)* Brune (1953)* Altunin 
(1938), Wetter (1933)» Mostkov (1930), Lisitzina (1969). Rossinsky 
and Kuzmin (1964), Karaushev (1965, 1966), etc. On the basis of field 
observations and sediment transport theories, it is possible to 
calculate rates of reservoir sedimentation. For detailed assessment 
of these methods reference should be made to "Instructions for 
computation of reservoir sedimentation at design stage" (1973) and 
"Sediment control methods" (1973) and publications of the IHP 
Programme Project A.2.6 "Methods of computing sedimentation In lakes 
and reservoirs" (1985) and Project 5*3 "Sedimentation problems in 
river basins" (1982). Consequently there is no need to consider in 
detail the existing methods for computing reservoir sedimentation, 
other than emphasizing the need to take account of the influence of 
reservoirs on the flow regime and sediment yield downstream from 
dama.



•ri //

Distance , km

Pig. 2.4 Longitudinal profile, sediment volume and sediment grain 
sica In the Saalah reservoir

2..2 CHANNEL INSTABILITY DOWNSTREAM PROM RESERVOIRS

Changes In the flow and sediment transport regime of the river due to 
the construction and operation of a reservoir can be responsible for 
channel Instability downstream from dama. Redistribution of river 
run-off and a decrease in sediment yield due to deposition of coarse 
sediment upstream In the reservoir are observed In the post-dam 
period. Released water with a transport capacity exceeding the 
sediment supply causes river bed erosion. Irreversible eposion 
continues until a new equilibrium between the transport oapaolty of 
the flow and sediment supply Is aohleved. Due to erosion, and a 
related increase in channel oross sectional area and bed material 
elsa and a deorease in river elope, the transport capacity gradually 
decreases, while the volume and calibre of sediment released from the 
reservoir may eventually Increase as a result of a reduction in its 
capacity to store sediment (Pig, 2,2), Eventually erosion oeases 
when increased sediment supply equals the reduced transport capacity. 
Rivers with bedrock outorops, or those that armour, due to the 
preferential removal of fine material, will quickly stabilise.

A further increase In the sediment supply may cause deposition
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downstream from the dan (Fia. 2.3). For reservoirs with a snail 
reaulatina capability. reduction in sedinent yield nay only be 
tenporary. In oontrast for those with a Iarae reaulatina capability, 
such a reduction could be naintained for hundreds of years.

Durlna dan construction and in the lnnediate post-dan period 
additional Instability nay result lust downstream fron the den due to 
local flow turbulence or ehanaes in flow direction due to the deslan 
and operation of the structure.

Prediction of river bed instability downstrean fron hydro-electric 
power stations is of areat inportanca with reaard to eatablishlna 
optimus operation conditions for the station. eurina the 
desian of the station. prediction of possible ehanaes in river bed 
and water level elevations ara necessary in order to 1) ensure its 
structural stability, 2) determine seepaae losses, the location of 
turbines and the helaht of locks 3) provide the required depths for 
navlastion, 4) assess the stability of enaineerlna works downstrean 
(brldaes, supportina snd quay walls, pipe-lines under the river bed, 
punplna stations, water intakes), and 5) evaluate the influence of 
reduced river levels on around water conditions and, as a result, on 
the veaetatlon of the adjacent sect lont' of flood plain. The effect 
of reservoirs on the flow and sedinent transport radina of the river 
and their influence on bed and water levels, slope, width, sediment 
transport and calibre of bed load, channel fora and river bed 
dynamics is discussed in the followina section.

2.2.1 Influence of reservoirs on the flow roniae of a river

The natural flow radina of a river is characterised by its 
variability both within and between years. Thus, durlna periods of 
hiah run off, i.e. 1-2 nonths par year, over half the annual flow can 
ocour, while in the rest of the year water dlseharaes ara relatively 
low. Thia natural flow variability causes problens for resource 
development purposes. In low flow periods, navlsation depth and 
asnerated output from hydro-electric power stations decrease, while 
water needs for Idiastion increase. As a result, it is necessary to 
reaulate flows by storlns water in reservoirs durlna periods of 
excess flow in order to supplement periods when flow is deficient. 
River reaulation is now universally accepted as a means of rationally 
developina reaional water resources. Various periods of run-off 
control are possible,Iona tera, annual and diurnal, dependina on the 
run-off reaime and the technloal-eoonomla considerations relatlna to 
the construction of reservoir with a slven capaoity. For Iona tn/sm 
reaulation water can be stored from one year to another, while for 
annual (seasonal) reaulation the redistribution of streamflow, even 
in dry years, occurs within the year. Diurnal flow reaulation is 
carried out over a day .and nlaht. This aiso covers the case when a 
comparatively uniform streamflow is modified into a non-uniform ona 
to meet requirements for the aeneratlon of electricity. Diurnal 
reaulation requires comparatively small reservoirs, while Ione tera 
reaulation necessitates Iarae reservoirs. Reservoirs with potential 
for Iona tera reaulation may aiso allow annual and diurnal 
reaulation, while those capable of annual reaulation may enable 
diurnal reaulation.

The ratio of reservoir capacity (V^) to annual flow capacity (Vq) in 
the reservoir is a useful measure of streamflow reaularity. The
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larser the valu* of thio ratio, tha creator tha ability of tha 
raaarvoir to rosulata atreamflow. ' Por exempla, tha relation (Vy/Vg) 
for tha RybinsKi raaarvoir on tha rivar Volsa, with atorosa capacity 
of 1.67 x IO® *3 and Mean annual water dlaoharsa of 1120M^/a, la 47X 
(fleura 2.5) and tha complete control of 8treamflow ia poaalble.

natural

regulated.

B //

natural

regulated

ik y

Months

Pis* 2.5 Annual variation in Monthly water dlacharsaa and silt 
eharsea on tha rivar Volsa downstream from Rybinaky 
raaarvoir (after Shamov, 1954)

Por amall valuae of tha ratio V^/Vq, atraamflow la relatively 
unaffected. Por example, tha relation Vp/v^ for tha Iron Gate I
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reservoir on the Danube, with a capacity 2.5 x IO® M3 and nAan annual 
water discharge 5700 m^/a, le 15X, and little chance In the annual 
distribution of streamflow Is observed (figure. 2.6).

natural

JOfO

! i i

rural

o SJJ0

//JO
regulated

Months

Pig. 2.6 Annual variation In monthly water and sediment discharges 
on the river Danube at Svlshtov before and after closure 
of Iron Gate I dam (after Raynov et al., 1977)

Reservoirs can considerably modify run-off downstream from a dam. 
They store water during floods and periods of excess run-off. Ploods 
passed through the reservoir will be attenuated and In some cases, 
the total volume of the flood run-off may be completely stored-.
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Stor«d water is released during dry periods, depending on the use of 
reservoir, for irrigation, water supply, power generation or 
navigation purposes.

An absolute decrease of river run-off can occur downstrean fron 
reservoirs used for irrigation and water supply. In many oases water 
is diverted dlreotly from the reservoir through pipelines or canals 
with the consequence that small or zero releases are often made 
downstrean. In contrast for some hydro-electric power stations, ali 
or a part of the flow is diverted from the river and is returned at 
some considerable distance downstrean. For example at Farhadsky 
hydro-electric power station on the river Syr Daria, diverted water 
is returned to the river 21km further downstream. In such cases 
releases are relatively unaffected by the control capability of the 
reservoir.

However, in general, releases reduce the frequency of flood 
discharges which means that the transport capacity of the river is 
reduced. This is illustrated in figure 2.7 where the annual 
discharge hydrograph is less peaked after dam closure. As a 
consequence the computed sediment transport rates post-dam 
construction decrease, declining from a mean annual value of 12kg b"1 
to 9kg s*1, assuming the bed material size does not vary. If the bed 
material size downstream from the dam is doubled by erosion, then the 
average transport rate is reduced to 7kg b"1, Thia indicates that 
sediment transport rates downstream from the dam never achieve pre
construction values.

With hydro-electric power stations, power requirements often result 
in diurnal and weekly flow patterns (fig. 2.8) which can have a 
significant Influence for considerable distances downstream. For 
example, the amplitude of the diurnal variation in water stage below 
Ryblnsky dam on the Volga is as much as 3.5m and its influence is 
observed for up to 150kmt downstream from the Iron Gate I dam on the 
Danube these figures are 3m and 250km respectively! on the Ob the 
amplitude is 2m at Novoslbirsky dam reducing to 20am 90km downstream. 
Diurnal variations in discharge at Kuiblskevsky hydro-electric power 
station ara in the range of 0-13000 m^/s. Water levels vary by a 
maximum of 4m, and stage changes are observed for over 200km below 
the dam. Any Increase in discharge variability intensifies erosion 
processes downstream from the dam and is especially severe 
Immediately downstream before any attenuation can occur.

2.2.2 Influence of reservoirs on sediment run-off

Reservoirs are effective sediment traps. Bed load and a considerable 
part of the suspended load ara usually trapped even in cases where 
regulating capability is comparatively low. Although releases are 
deficient in sediment, the transport capacity of the river is 
decreased. The net result is bed erosion over a considerble distance 
downstream from the reservoir. •

Williams and Wolman (1984) present data to show the effect of the 
Hoover dam on suspended sediment loads in the Colorado river. 
Comparisons of annual sediment discharges were made for two sites, 
one located 430km upstream from the reservoir and the other 180km 
downstream from it (Fig. 2.9). Prior to dam closure in 1936. the 
annual sediment discharge at both sites were aomparable irrespective
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of the tempor*1 variability of suspended sediment run-off. After dam 
closure, sediment discharge at the site upstream from the dam 
remained Iarae, with considerable variation from year to year, while 
at the downstream aita sediment discharge was considerably decreased 
as a result of sediment being trapped by the dam. It should be noted 
that during the period of dam operation sediment run-off continuously 
decreased downstream from the dam, probably due to the gradual 
removal of fine bed material in the course of bed erosion.

Before dam closure

average

Months

Before dam closure

closure
__12kg/
—9kg/sWL.---- 7kg/s--------

'After dam closure 
(at d-2d )

Months

Fig. 2.7 Typical example of water and sediment discharges 
downstream from a dam before and after dam closure (d » 
bed material sise)
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Fig. 2.8 Variability of water levels on the river Danube at Novo 
Selo 109km downstream Iron Gate I dam

• - about 430 km. upstream 
— about ISO km. downstream

- Iii

Water year

Fig. 2.9 Variation In annual suspended sediment load before and 
after closure of Hoover Darn. river Colorado. at a station 
430km upntream from the dam and ldOkm downstream from the 
dam (after Williams and Wolman, 1984)
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Suspended sediment concentrations can aiso be slgniflcantly affected 
by dam construction. Williams and Wolman (1984) present data for 
concentrations on the North Canadian river (Figure 2.10) which 
indicate that at a site located 45km upstream from Canton reservoir 
v'.ey did not change over time while 5km downstream from the dara there 
was a massive decrease in concentrations. Even 140km downstream from 
the reservoir concentrations wera considerably decreased. Although 
bed erosion and tributary contributions increase sediment 
concentrations at a dintanee of l80km downstream, they are still 
lower than they wera prior to dam construction.

At-----------------------------------r

140 km downstream from dam

182 km downstream from dam 
Before . _ —

After

Discharge , m’/s

Fig. 2.10 Suspended sediment concentration discharge relations for 
North Canadian river upstream and downstream from Canton 
Dam (after Williams and Wolman, 1984)
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Additional data, illustrating the downstream effect of reservoir 
construction on sediment loads, are presented in Table 2.2. This 
indicates that maximum differences between natural and regulated 
sediment loads occur immediately below the dam. Further downstream 
sediment discharge increases, but it still does not reach the 
natural, pre-construction, value. On the Missouri river sediment 
run-off 7km downstream from Gavins Point Dam, which was completed in 
1955, is Just IX of the natural sediment run-off during the period 
1957-1969, while further downstream, as a result of bed erosion and 
sediment yield from tributaries, it increases as follows: 3l4km - l'f% 
of natural load (1957-1973), 585km - 22X (1957-1976), 716km - 2ftX 
(1957-1976), 1147km - 30X (1957-1976), 1300km - 34X (1957-1980).

Similarly on the Nile, sediment run-off changed considerably after 
the closure of Aswan High Dam (table 2.3). Just downstream from the 
dam, for the period 1968-1982, sediment run-off was 1.6X of the 
natural load, 173km downstream from the reservoir - 1.9X, 366km - 
22X, 551km - 2.5X and at 960km, downstream dust before it discharges 
into the Mediterranean - 3.IX. The increase in sediment run-off 
between the reservoir and the river mouth changed from 2.2,10®t/year 
to 4.1.10^t/year, representing an average of 1.9.10®t/year for the 
period 1968-1982. This change only resulted from bed erosion, since 
there was no additional inflow. The progressive decrease in annual 
sediment load in the river reach between the dam and the Delta 
barrage (Table 2.3) probably results from bed armouring.

An increase in sediment run-off immediately downstream from the dam 
has been observed at some sites during dam construction and in the 
first few years of reservoir operation. For example, measurements of 
suspended sediment loads 120km downstream from Kaunassky hydro
electric power station on the Neman river show different relations 
between the silt charge and water discharge pre and post dam 
construction (fig. 2.11). During the construction period a 
considerable increase in silt charge is observed, nearly double that 
under natural conditions. Thia increase is probably connected with 
the construction works at Kaunassky dam and the use of hydraulic 
excavators when laying the dam foundations on the bed of the river.

In a number of cases decreased water levels below the dam, due to 
flood attenuation and bed degradation, can lower the base level of 
tributary streams. Thia can rejuvenate them and increase their 
sediment yield to the main river. For example, on the Don downstream 
from Tzlmllanska hydro-electric power station the base level of a 
tributary, the North Donetz, was lowered increasing the slope of the 
lower reaches of the river by a factor of between 5 and IO. Thia 
precipitated bed erosion and a high sediment input to the Don. Much 
of this material'is deposited at the tributary Junction due to the 
reduced transport capacity of the main river.
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TABLE 2.3 Sediment run-off, pre- and post-construction of High Aswan 
Dam, on the river Nile at Low Aswan and the Delta Barrage 
6 and 96km respectively downstream from High Aswan 
Reservoir in IO* t/year (after Shalash, 1982)

Year Low Aswan Delta Barrage Difference

1923-1963 134 124 -IO. 0
1964 26. 3 51.8 25. 5
1965 5. 7 16. 5 IO. 8
1966 3.8 9.0 5.2
1967 3.1 14.4 11.3
1968 2. 3 3.2 0.9
1969 1. 9 3.2 1.3
1970 2. 7 4.4 1.7
1971 2. 5 4.5 2.0
1972 2.7 4.4 1.7
1973 2. 8 5.1 2. 3
1974 2. a 5.1 2.3
1975 1.8 5.9 4.1
1976 1.6 3.9 2.3
1977 1.6 4. 0 2.4
1978 2.2 4. 7 2. 5
1979 2. 1 4.1 2.0
1980 1.8 3.3 1.5
1981 1.6 3. 1 1.5
1982 1.9 2.6 0.7

conditio**

After dam closure

////
Water discharge , m3/s

Pi*. 2.11 Relation between silt oharge and water discharge for the 
Neman river at a site 120km downstream from Kaunassky dam 
for natural conditions and for periods during and after dam 
closure (modified from Veksler and Donenberg, 1983)
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A similar problem has occurred on the river Neman downstream from 
Kaunassky hydro-electric power station where reduced water levels 
have rejuvenated the rivers Neris, Nevjest, Dubisa and Mituva.

The restoration of sediment discharge downstream from a reservoir to 
natural, pre dam values is not possible (except in the case when the 
original reservoir capacity is entirely filled with sediment) for the 
following reasons!

1. Transport capacity is decreased, as a result of the reduced 
frequency of high flows, and continues to decreases due to bed 
erosioni

2. Transport capacity varies with size fraction. When grain 
sizes ara large, sediment discharge for a given flow condition 
decreases. This is illustrated in figure 2.12 where relations 
between particle diameter and the transport capacity for suspended 
sediment (by Karaushev's formulae) and bed load (by Shamov’u 
formulae) are presented. When the diameter of the bed material is
O.Oftm (as for example, under natural conditions before High Aswan Dam 
closure), transport capacity is 5kg/m, while in the case of d»0.4mm 
(after High Aswan Dam closure), transport capacity is 0.5kg/m, i.e. 
IO times smaller.

■ 11 .Ii 'i in

i—i-iI I I
0.0/ o./ / M

Transport capacity ,kg/m/s

Fig. 2.12 Relation between particle diameter and transport capacity 
of bed load (by Shamov) and of suspended load (by 
Karaushev) for a flow depth of lm, velocity Im/s and 
Chezy's coefficient C-40
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Figure 2.13 Indicates how the size of the suspended sediment 
Increased on the river Danube 109km downstream from the Iron Gate I 
dam 6 years after dam closure. Under the natural regime the average 
particle diameter of the suspended sediment at the water surface was
0.09mm« which declined to 0.03mm after regulation. In contrast, the 
suspended particle diameter near the bed increased from 0.24 to 
0.34mm. Subsequent observations indicated further coarsening of the 
suspended sediment grain Bise near the bed and a decrease in the size 
of suspended sediment at the water surface, which increased the 
depth-suspended sediment concentration gradient (Fig. 2.14).

Therefore, the total suspended load transported by the river 
downstream from a dam is less than under natural conditions. When 
erosion iii forecast downstream from a dam, full account should be 
taken of bed armouring when assessing sediment loads after dam 
closure.

----- Before dam closure
----- After dam closure S

Particle diameter,mm

Fig. 2.13 Suspended sediment grain size distributions. Danube river 
109km downstream from Iron Gate I dam before and after dam 
closure (after Pechlnov, 1982)



Relative silt charge
average

Fis» 2.14 Variation of relative silt charae with depth, river 
Danube 109Km downstream from Iron Qate I dam before and 
after dam closure (after Pechinov, 1982)

2.2.3 River bed erosion downstream from dama

Erosion downstream from dams may be divided into two types!
1. Local scour - immediately downstream from the damt
2. General degradation - producing extensive and often 

progressive lowering of the river bed often over a 
considerable distance.

The causes of both types of erosion can best be illustrated by 
considering some typical examples from various countries in the 
world.

One of the greatest problems with soouring relates to the structural 
stability of the dam. Degradation can result in damage to and 
sometimes the failure of bridges, supporting walls, water Intakes and 
pipelines, in adverse operating conditions for hydro-electric power 
stations and for navigation and in a reduction in ground water levels 
in flood plains.

Local scour can be prevented, although it is very difficult to take 
effective measures against degradation.
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2.2.3.1 Scour downstream from dams During the construction period 
and at the start of reservoir operations, major scouring can occur 
immediately downstream from the dam.

Thia phenomena is explained byi
1. passage of floods during construction period when river bed 

la disturbed]
2. incomplete or Inappropriate armouring downstream from the 

danii
3. reduction in channel width, which leads to a considerable 

increase in specific water discharge and flow velocity 
compared to natural conditions.

In order to decrease scour downstream from dama, some form of energy 
dissipator should be constructed.

Table 2.4 presents data for scour downstream from some large dama in 
the USSR. Thia indicates that scour depths in oxcess of 30m can 
occur es, for example, downstream from the Kuibiuhevsky Dam on the 
Volga.

tarta 2.4 Scour depths downstream from dama

River Dam
Beginning 

of dam 
operation

(Year)

9mean

m3/S

Q0,l%

m3/S

Q release

Head

m

h

depth of scour 
hole

m

dam

m3/S

spill
way

m3/S

Volga Ivanoi aki 1937 306 7350 300 7350 h 3.5 - 4.0
Uglichski 1940 430 11600 1200 11600 h 2.0 - 2.5
Rybinski 1940 1120 12600 3600 5600 15.5 5.0 - 10.0
Gorkovski 1950 1690 19800 3280 11820 14.2 7.0 - 11.5
Kuibishevski 1955 7620 70800 12000 38000 20 3 - 31
Saratovski 1970 7820 69100 7800 45200 10.6 IO
Volgograda^ 1959 7960 62900 16530 30850 20 IO - 20

Don Tzlmilianski 1954 635 17200 1130 22400 22 5 - 6
Neman Kaunaski 1960 293 3650 760 2340 14.8 0.5
Ob NovoaiIraki 1959 1640 15900 2870 11500 15.8 6.5
Daugava Rijakii 1975 640 10200 3650 7800 15.4 6.0
Saal act' Reichenhall 1913 39 15.0
I ear Dingolging 1957 167 19.0
Hier Untertoalzhplin 1969 55 4.5
Warta!» SchwabnUnchen 1956 20 4.5

In the first few years following the construction of Kuibishevsky dam 
in 1955, serious scouring ocourred downstream from the hydro-electric 
power station (Veksler and Donenberg, 1963). The scour hole was 
partially filled with large stones, total volume 200,000m3, which 
prevented further erosion. Scoured material was Initially deposited 
just downstream from the scour hole before subsequent dispersal 
downstream (fig. 2.15). Deposited scour material initially caused 
water levels to be increased by up to 55cm (fig. 2.16). Subsequently 
erosion occurred and after 12 years the natural bed elevation became 
re-established.
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Considerable scouring haa aiso been observed downstream from 
Volgogradskl dam on the Volga in the first few years following dam 
construction. Scour depths of up to 18m wera observed downstream from 
the power station and 20m downstream from the spillway with computed 
depths comparing well with observed values. These predictions were 
obtained using the Rosslnsky and Kusmln method, as outlined in 
chapter 8. About 12 x IO® m^ of bed material was eroded, out of a 
total of 26.5 x IO® injected near the dam, over a period of 5 - 6 
years.

A mora complex scour pattern occurred on the Volga downstream from 
Gorkovskli dam (completed in 1956). Deposition of scoured material 
during and immediately after dara construction is shown on figure 
2.17. This caused a downstream Increase in water levels in the 
period 1956-1958 (Fig. 2.18). Subsequently, as a result of 
degradation downstream from the dam and flood releases from the 
reservoir, the deposited material was quickly eroded (Fig. 2.17), 
leading to a decrease in water levels to values corresponding to the 
long term mean values. By 1982 the water level was still lower than 
the natural level in the pre-dam period (Fig. 2.18).

■

Distance downstream

Fig.2.17. Volume of sediment eroded and deposited downstream from 
Gorkovskl dam, river Volga, for the period 1958-1957 
(after Veksler and Donenberg, 1983)

2.2.3.2 General degradation of the river bed In order to evaluate 
the influence of engineering structures on river bed erosion, 
consideration should be given to the natural instability of the 
channel. Data in table 2.5# based on information from Williams and 
Wolman (1988) and expanded with data from other authors. Indicates 
that long-term rates of ohange in bed elevation are very low - in the 
range from -O.OO05 to ♦ 0.03m/year. Although the rates of change are 
small, over long time periods they can produce relatively large 
changes in bed elevations. For example, aggradation on the 
Saskatchevan river raised bed levels by 7*2m over 2800 years and by 
0.93m over 31 years on the Colorado! while degradation on the 
Klarklven river reduced the bed elevation by 89m over a period of
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7000 years, by 3.26m over 815 years In the Red Creek river» by 2.75m 
over 250 years In the Beatton river .

Years

7lc.2.18 Chanae In water level downutream from Gorkovski dam, river
Volae, for the period 1956-1980 (after Veksler and 
Donenbera, 1983)

Short ' term chances In bed .elevation due to the passaae of Individual 
floods can be slanlfleanti up to 24m Increase in bed elevation over a 
3-day period on the Walno river (New Zealand), and 9m on the Yellow 
river (China) within 12 hours (table 2.5).

The data show that major chances In river bed elevations ara 
uncommon, while small Ione term aheneus are relatively lnslanlfleant 
with reaa*d to river enalneerlnc and manaaement activities.

Studies by Glaslk (1964), Bauer (1963), 1965), Sohmuterer (1952),
Benslnc (1966) Pichi (1958) and Esohweller (1952) illustrate the 
effeot of enclneerins structures and trainlnc works on bed levels on 
the Elbe, Danube and Rhein (table 2.6). These indicate the chanae of 
water levels correspondlnc to a particular discharce value.

On the Elbe water levels correspondlnc to the standard discharce 
decreased at ali the hydrometric stations from river km 2.1 to river 
km 353*8 (Glaslk 1964). The lowest mean annual decrease (0.3cm/year) 
is at SchBna for the period 1886 - 196:1. The larcest mean annual 
decrease, 2.1cm/year for the period 1892 - 1961 and total chanae 
142cm for the sama period, was observed at Torcau (Table 2.6).

Chancaa In water levels on the Danube oorrespondinc to the lone-term 
mean annual discharce for 13 sites between river km 2459 and river 
km 1949 were investlcated by Bauer (1963, 1965) and Schmutterer
(1952). Reduced water levels were observed at twelve stations (1900
1960) with a maximum rate of decrease of 3.0em/year at Xncolstadt. 
Only at Kelheim was an Increase In water level, 23cm, observed (Table 
2.6).
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TABLE 2.6 Water lovei changes on the Elbe 
rivers.

Danube and Rhein

River Point River
km

Period Decrease

totally

(cm)

per year

Elbe SchBna 2. i 1886-1961 21 0. 3
Dresden 55.6 1886-1961 77 1.0

(Glazik, Streble 115.1 1886-1960 60 0. 8
1964) Torgau 154. 6 1892-1961 142 2. 1

Aken 274.7 1904-1961 41 0.7
Barby 293. 4 1883-1961 75 1.0
Magdeburg 332.7 1923-1959 64 1.8
Wittenborge 454.6 1904-1960 17 0. 3
Lenzen 484.6 1884-1953 43 0. 6
Darchau 535.8 1887-1952 102 1.6

Danube Ingolstadt
Vohburg

(Bauer. Newstadt
1964. Kelheim
1965) Niederwinzer

Regensburg
Schmuterer Schwabelwels 
(1952) Straublng

Obernzell 
Aschach 
Hollenburg 
Zwentendorf 
Greifenstein

2459
2443
2432
2424

238
2379
2376
2321
2208
2262
1994

1949

1900-1960
1900-1960
1900-1960
1900-1960
1900-1960
1900-1960
1900-1960
1900-1960
1936-1949
1936-1949
1936-1949
1936-1949
1936-1949

177 3.0
57 1.0
19 0. 3 
23 increase
58 1.0
73 1.2
62 1.0
41 0.7
20 1.4
32 2.3
15 1.0
34 2.4
20 1. 4

Rhein Karlsruhe 362.3 1856-1950 30 Increase
Speyer 400.6 1856-1950 loo 1.0

(Bensig. Mannheim 424.9 1856-1950 170 1.8
1966) Worms 443. 4 1856-1950 115 1.2
(Piohi. Oppenheimer 481 1856-1950 105 1. 1
1958) Heinz 498 1856-1950 90 1.0
(Eschweller Bingen 528 1856-1950 35 0. 4
1952) Kaub 546 1856-1950 0 0

Koblenz 592 1856-1950 60 0.6
K6ln 1820-1950 54 0.4
DQsseldorf 744 I82O-1950 112 0.9
Ruhrort 781 1820-1950 213 1.6
Wesel 814 1820-1950 248 1.9
Rees 837 1620-1950 181 1.4
Emmer1oh 852 1820-1950 133 1.0
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Similar studies were carried out on the Rhein by Benslng <1966), 
Pichi (1958) and Eachweller (1952). covering 15 stations between 
river km 362 and river km 862. Decreased water levels were observed 
at 14 of the stations. the largest decrease. 248cm, was at Wassi 
(1820 - 1950), giving an average decrease of 1.9cm/year.

Downstream from dama on alluvial rivers degradation normally occurs, 
regardless of the degree of run-off regulation and Its associated 
influence on sediment transport capacity, due to sediment being 
trapped by the reservoir. As transport capacity below the dam exceeds 
sediment supply, erosion results.

However, in cases .where most of the streamflow is diverted, 
aggradation and a reduction in channel width occurs, due to sediment 
Inflow from tributaries exceeding the transport capacity of the 
river. According to Nenov (1985) this phenomenon is observed 
downstream from approximately 50X of the reservoirs in Bulgaria. A 
typical example is the Iskar reservoir on the river Iskar (Bulgaria), 
where ali the stored water is diverted for over 30km through canals 
for power production and for irrigation and water supply purposes. 
The river below the reservoir is practically non-existant while 
further downstream its size relates to the additional streamflow from 
the drainage area. Most of diverted flow (70K) is returned along a 
20km length of river 50km downstream from the dam, where the river 
approximates its natural state.

As a result of river regulation, flow levels are reduced which lowers 
the base level for the tributaries. This causes severe erosion near 
the mouth of the tributaries and deposition of eroded material on the 
bed of the main river, as regulation has reduced its transport 
capaoity. In certain circumstances, as for example on the Rio Grande 
downstream from Elephant Butte Dam, bed levels have been raised over 
a distance of 265km due to sediment supplied by the tributaries.

There are aiso cases, especially on rivers where the bed consists of 
coarse gravel and boulders, where releases are below the threshold 
discharge for bed material transport. In such cases no erosion 
occurs.

Generally, however, considerable degradation occurs on alluvial 
rivers downstream from dama resulting in the lowering of the river 
bed over long distances.

2.2.3.3 Examples of bed degradation downstream from dama 
Immediately after dara construction, significant degradation usually 
occurs close to the dam. After a certain period of time erosion rates 
decline and the process progresses downstream.

In the case of uniform bed material, river bed lowering should be a 
maximum adjacent to the dam and gradually deorease downstream. Thia 
leads to a reduction in the longitudinal slope of the river (Fig. 
2.19). Such occurrences are comparatively rare.
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o i— water level before dam closure 
, / _ water level after dam closure

degradation

Fis. 2.19 Erosion downstream from dams

More often variations In the calibre of the bed material Influence 
the degree and extent of erosional activity. Other factors 
oontrolllns degradation Include presence of rapids, tributaries, 
storage or releases that affect the transport of bed material and 
changes of base level. Consequently every river is likely to react 
differently to dam construction.

Tippner's studies (1973) showed that erosion downstream from dama 
does not always follow the classic scheme given in figure 2.19. He 
studied erosion downstream from the Gerstheim dam on the Rhein (from 
km 274 to km 310). Immediately after dam construction (1966-67), 
scouring occurred downstream from the dam; deposition in the reach to 
km 300, and erosion further downstream (fig. 2.20). Between 1967-1968 
degradation progressed downstream to km 285 with aggradation further 
downstream. In the third period, 1968 to 1969, virtually the whole 
reach studied was eroding, except for a section of the river located 
near the dam. The observed pattern of instability downstream from the 
dam is due to local differences in channel slope and bed material 
elsa which influence transport capacities. The general tendency is 
for the erosion downstream from dams, inspite of some aggradation 
during the first few years after dam closure.

Further examples of erosion downstream from dams are presented by 
Williams and Wolman (1964). Erosion on the Smoky HUI river 
downstream from Kanopolis Dam most closely approaches the theoretical 
model, at least for the first 15km downstream from the dam (fig. 
2.21). Longitudinal profiles of the Colorado river indicate that 
degradation downstream from Parker Dam has significantly affected a 
reach 60km long. Maximum erosion occurred in the first four years 
following dam closure (fig. 2.22).

Changes in channel profile downstream from Fort Randall Dam on the 
Missouri River, although generally tending to flatten with time, vary 
considerably between cross sections (fig. 2.23), due to Gavins Dam 
Increasing river levels 3 years after Fort Randall Dam was closed.
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km 280

km 280
km 310

km 310

1966- 67

1967- 68

1966-69

Fi*.2.20 Location of erodlne and depositing reaches of river Rhine 
downstream from tho Qerstheim dam for the period 1966-1969 
(after Tippner. 1973)

// - Year of dam closure 
w >13 years after dam closure

Distance downstream from dam.km

Fie. 2.21 Longitudinal profile of the Smoky HUI river downstream 
from Kanopolis dam at dam olosure and 13 years later 
(Williams and Wolman. 1984)
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Year of dam closure 
4 years after dam closure 
13 years after dam closure 
37 years after dam closure

Distance downstream from dam,km

Fis.2.22. Lonsitudlnal profile of the Colorado river downstream 
from Parker dam at dam closure and 4, 13 and 37 years
later (Williams and Holman, 1984)

Desradation downstream from den Canyon dam on the Colorado 
illustrates the usual progressive reduction in the slope of the river 
after dam closure (fie. 2.24). Three years after closure maximum 
scour occurred near the dam, while after nine years this had migrated 
to a point 15km downstream. Erosion had effectively ceased near the 
dam due to bed armouring, and this caused the downstream translation 
of the erosion proces^. It should be noted, however, that slopes can 
be increased locally, for example between 16 and 20km from the dam.

The scale and rate of river bed erosion depends on local conditions 
and particularly on the eroslonal resistance of the bed material as 
illustrated by the Ser Daria river downstream Farhadski dam (fig. 
2.25). For 21km downstream from the dam the river flows through 
conglomerates with the result that virtually no degradation occured 
in the period 5 to 9 years after dam closure. Water diversions from 
the reservoir and its return to the river 20km downstream from the 
dam aiso reduces the transport capaoity of the river. Further 
downstream in the same period considerable degradation was observed 
which reduced the slope of the river from 0.00018 to 0.00012 over a 
250km reaoh.
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------Year of dam closure

-----  5 years after dam closure

-•-•23 years after dam closure

Distance downstream from the dam,km

Fis. 2. 23 Loneitudina.1 profile of the Missouri river downstream
from .Fort Randall Dam at dam closure and 5 and 23 years 
later (Williams and Wolman, 198/1)

.Year of dam closure 
3 years after dam closure 
9 years after dam closure 
19 years after dam closure

Distance downstream from dam , km
Fis.2.24 Lonsltudinal profile of the Colorado river downstream 

from Glen Canyon Dam at dam closure and 3,9 and 19 years 
later (Williams and Wolman, 198/1)
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•f/ so foa /fi
Distance downstream from dam , km

Pig.2.25. Lowering of the river bed downstream from Parhadski dara.
river Ser Daria, (19*17 ~ year of dam closure) between 
1951 and 1955 (after Altunin. 1958)

Degradation on the Danube downstream from Iron Gate I dam during the 
first io years following dam closure was determined on the basis of a 
sediment budget (Fig. 2.26). The reduction in bed levels adjacent to 
the dam was 0.6-0.7m and degradation was observed for 300km below the 
dam. It should be noted that 943km downstream from the dam, at the 
Danube delta, islands (formed of fine sediment) are being eroded. 
This probably results from Iron Gate I dam trapping a large 
proportion of the suspended sediment run-off from the catchment.

/oo fo* fit fo
Distance downstream from dam,km

Pig.2.26. Lowering of the river bed downstream from Iron Gate I 
dam, river Danube, in the IO years following dam closure
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As a result of dan olosure on the Viola river in Vlotzlavk (Pi*.2.27) 
both bed and bank erosion has occurred. Increased depth resulted from 
the erosive power associated with diurnal changes in water levels of 
up to 3m. As releases are made through a turbina, a rapid Increase in 
water surface slope occurs which, within minutes, is 2-4 times 
greater than the long term mean annual value prior to dam 
construction. Thia indicates that an Increase in stream power can 
cause degradation and lowering of the river bed. River bed erosion in 
the initial period following dam closure is most active just 
downstream from the dam and subsequently progresses downstream as an 
"erosive wave”. Babinski 1982) determined that in 4 years following 
reservoir construction more than 15x10® n3 Qf bed material was eroded 
from a 10km reach downstream from the dam which lowered the river bed 
by an average of 0.43m. 67m below the dam the river bed was lowered 
about 2.5m (fig.2.27). The sand and gravel component of the eroded 
material (11x10° m^) was deposited in the reach IO to 18km below the 
dam. Throughout the 4 years period the bed elevation in this reach 
increased by an average of 0.21cm. As a result of degradation the bed 
material became coarsen the mean diameter increasing by IO times 
200m downstream and 1.5 times at 4km.

degradation
‘-0.43m

Di«tance , km

Pig.2.27 Degradation downstream from Vlotzlavski dam, river Visla, 
over a 4-year period following dam closure (after 
Babinski, 1982)

The progressive degradation of the Wertach river at Schwabmflnchen 
downstream from a series of dams and weirs has been studied by Bauer 
and Burz (1968) over a 25 year period. Results showed that the bed of 
the river has been lowered about 8m (fig.2.28). This illustrates the 
role of the eroslonal resistance of the bed material as well as the 
frequency of flows in excess of 30m^/sec.. Thus when the river bed 
is lowered to the resistant clay layer, the mean annual degradation 
of the river bed is 19cm/year (table 2.7) (inspite of the large 
number of days with discharges more than 30m^/s). In constrast when 
fine sand is exposed on the river bed, irrespective of the reduction 
in the number of days with discharges more than 30m3/s, the erosion 
rete increased to 96om/year.
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pia. 2.28. Degradation of river bed et Schwabmtlnchen, river Wert ach, 
(modified Prom Bauer and Burz. 1968)

TABLE 2.7 Degradation on the Wertach river at Schwabmttnchen

Thlckneae of 
the layer

(ona)

Duration 
of degr
adation 
(years)

Rata of Lower
ing of bed

(em/year)

Average number of 
days/year with 
water discharges 
mora than 30a^/sec

Gravel 200 30.0 7 56
Clay 65 3.5 19 86
Sand 160 6.0 27 62
Clay-sand 100 7.5 13 A3
Pina sand 2ft0 2.5 96 64
Flint 160 A. 5 36 42



Th« Influença of atreamflow variability* oauaed by the operation of 
hydro-electric power atatlona, on degradation proceaaea, la 
llluatrated by ohangea that have ooourred on the river Arda 
downatream from Studen kladenetz dam. The regulating potential and 
trap efficiency of the reaervolr are conaiderable. The power atatlon 
operatea almoat exclualvely to eupply peak demand. A typical dally 
dlacharge hydrograph at a point 10km downatream from the power 
atatlon la ahown In figura 2.29. In this example dlacharge changea 
from 1 to 130m3/a over a very ahort period of time and producee a 
rapid lncreaae In the velocity of flow. The high velocitlea during 
maximum raleawaa have conalderable eroalve potential. Aa a reault of 
degradation, the water level correapondlng to the mean annual flow 
oontlnuoualy deereaaed In the period 1958-1970 (fig.2.30). Since 1970 
degradation haa not been obaerved, probably due to armouring of the 
river bed by a protective layer of coaraer material. It la poealble, 
when large dlachargea overtop the dam, that the protective layer will 
dialntegrate allowing further eroalon until the armour layer reforma.

130 m3/s

1 m3 /s

0 4 8 12 16 20 24
Hours

Fig.2.29. Regulated water level* and water dlachargea on the river 
Arda 10km downatream from Studen kladenetz dam on 30 
Auguat 1984.
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Years

Fi*. 2.30. Charis** In water level corresponding to the annual mean 
flow for the Arda river IOKm downstream from Studen 
kladenets dam for the period 1956-1984»

Another example of dégradation resulting from a reduction in sediment 
supply is presented by Qupta et.al. (1967). Bed load transported by 
the Ratmau river during flood periods is deposited in the Canea 
Canal. The relatively sediment free water discharged below the 
spillway has eroded the river bed over a 120 year period (1845-1966) 
by as muoh as lOm over a distance of 15Km (fig.2.31).

2.2.3.4 Maximum degradation of river bed Systematic observations 
of river bed lowering downstream from dams or engineering structures 
are not always made, or results that are obtained are not always 
published. The dete given in table 2.8 for maximum degradation 
downstream from reservoirs • e not complete but they do give an 
indication of the range of possible values. It indicates that 
degradation downstream from some dams is considerable! 7.5m In the 
first 13 years downstream from Hoover Dam on the river Colorado, 7*3m 
in 9 years on the Colorado below den Canyon Dam, 6.1m in 30 years 
downstream from Davis Dam on the Colorado, 5.6m in 7 years downstream 
from Teddenskl dam on the river Murgab and 4.6m in 47 years 
downstream from Relchenhall Dam on the Saalach river.
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Pi*.2.31. Changes In bed elevation on the riven Ratmau 1 and 3 
downstream from the spillway on the Gansa Canal for 
period 1845-1968 (after Coldwell, 1947)
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TABLE 2.8 Maximum Degradation of river bed downstream from dams

River Dam
Depth of maxinun 

Degradation 
(m)

Period
(year)

Bed material Source of data

S. Canadian Conchos 3.1 IO sand, gravel Hathaway, 1948
Middle loup Milbum 2.4 16 sand USER, 1945*
Missouri Fort Peck 1.8 36 sand, gravel Hathavray, 1948
Colorado Hoover 7.5 13 sand, gravel USBR, 1967
Colorado Davis 6.1 30 sand, gravel II
Colorado Parker 4.6 27 sand, gravel II
Colorado Inperial 3.1 18 sand II
Salt Etude Great Salt Plains 1.0 9 sand Ooldwell, 1942
Red Denison 3.0 16 sand Williams & Wolman, 1984
Manistee Junction 3.7 12 sand, clay Lane, 1955
An Sabae Foote 1.5 15 clay M
Saskatchewan Squaw Rapids 1.2 13 sand NHC, 1976 **
Cheyenee Angostura 1.5 16 sand USBR, 1967
S. Saskatchewan Dietehbaker 2.4 12 sand Galay et al., 1982
Yellow Sanmexia 4.0 4 fine sand Li et al., 1980
Colorado Glen Canyon 7.3 9 fine sand Williams & Wolman, 1984
Jones Jeses Canyon 2.8 12 fine sand II
Arkansas John Martin 0.9 30 fine sand II
Missouri Garrison 1.7 23 fine sand II
Missouri Fort Randall 2.6 23 fine sand II
Missouri Gavins Point 2.5 19 fine sand II
Medicine Creek Medicine Creek 0.6 3 fine sand II
Des Moines Red Rock 1.9 9 fine sand II
Stnoky Hill Kanopolis 1.5 23 fine sand II
Republican Milford 0.9 7 fine sand II
Wolf Creek Fort Supply 3.4 24 fine sand II
North Canadian Canton 3.0 28 fine sand II
Canadian Ehfaula 5.1 6 fine sand II
Neches Ttawn Bluff 0.9 14 fine sand H
Chattahoochee Buford 2.6 15 fine sand •1
N. Canadian Ford Supply 2.0 7 Band Ooldwell, 1947

Murab Tfcshkepr inski 2.8 15 sand Altunin, 1958
Syr-Oaria Farhadski 1.3 7 sand M
Murab Gindokuahki 4.05 60. sand n

Tedjenski 5.60 7 sand il
Isae Sylvenstein 0.90 24 sand, gravel Weiss, 1984
Lecdi Forgensee 0.60 IO sand, gravel II
Saaiach Reidaerihall 3.10 21 sand, gravel M
Saalach Reichenhall 4.60 47 sand, gravel H
Inn Iettenbach 2.50 54 sand, gravel H
Inn Neuötting 4.50 20 sand, gravel M
Isea: Dingolfing 2.8 14 sand, gravel M
Hier Ikiterbal sheim 1.0 6 sand H
Wertach SdNohmönchén 1.8 5 sand II
Danube Faimingen 1.0 12 sand, gravel II
Danube Ingolstadt 1.8 14 sand, gravel II
Isar Niedereibach 2.0 4 Anvm“15.7nm Tippier, 1973
Inn Egelfing 1.0 7 II
Rhine Gerstheim 2.5 15 rnotha %ean*25ran II

* USBR - U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

** tile - Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd.
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No doubt* due to the limited nature of the data* the values in the 
table may not be representative. Nevertheless they do emphasize the 
need to account for maximum possible scour depths when designing 
river engineering structures. Maximum degradation of uniform material 
is usually observed near the dam. Local variability in bed material 
size* and hence erodibility* can result in maximum degradation at a 
considerable distance downstream from the dam (table 2.9). Often the 
point of maximum degradation varies over time as illustrated by 
observations on the Colorado and Missouri rivers.

TABLE 2.9 Degradation downstream from dama! distance affected, 
downstream rate of migration and location of point of 
maximum degradation (Williams and Wolman, 1984, Altunin, 
1958)

Years after 
dam closure

Distance downstream 
from dam affected 
by erosion (Km)

Downstream rate 
of migration of 
erosion 
(km/year)

Distance from the 
dam where maximum 
degradation is 
observed (Km)

Colorado River. Glen Canyon Dam

3 25 8 4
7 - 4
9 25 16

19 25 16

Colorado River, Hoover Dam

0.5 21 42 8
1 28 14 3
2 50 22 3
3 85 35 3
5 120 - 3
7 120 - 15

12 120 - 13

Arkansas River. John Martin Dam

9 26 3 22
24 26 0 4
30 26 0 22

Missouri River. Fort Peck Dam

13 75 6 17
18 75 - 17
23 75 - 23
36 75 - _ 17
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Missouri River. Garrison Dm

1 12 12 28
7 19 1.2 6

11 16 -0.25 6
17 21 0.5 6
23 21 0 6

9kalaoh River. Relchenhall Dea

21 9 0.5
47 18 0.5

Murcab River. Tedlenskll Dea

4 42 IO. 5
7 60 6.0 -

Missouri River. Port Randall Dea

2 5 2.5 11
5 13 2.3 1.6
a 14 0.3 11

15 14 0 11

Missouri River. Gavins Point Dam

5 15 3 2
IO 14 -0.2 4
15 23 1.8 2
19 23 0 2

Des Moines River. Red Rock Dea

9 20 2.2 12

Wolf Creek River. Port Supply Dam

7 7 1 0.3
19 7 - 0.3
27 7 - 0.3

North Canadian River. Canton Dea

1 7 . 1.8
11 7 - 1.8
18 7 1.8

Canadian River . Enfaula Dea

6 16 2.7 0.8
14 29 1.6 0.8
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Red River. Denison Dm

3
6

16
27

7
9

12
15

7 2.3 15
27 - 15
27 - 1
27 - 15

Chattahoochee River. Buford Dea»

7 1 2
9 1 2
~ - 2

IO 0.2 2

2.2.3.5 Dacreaae Iii water levels Bed erosion, and associated 
chances in channel width downstream from dams, cause spatial and 
temporal changes in water levels (Pig. 2.32).

Distance downstream from dam,km
Fig.2.32 Lowering of the water surface downstream from Kanauski 

dam, river Neman, for the period 1960-1974 at discharges 
of a) 90«3/s and b) 293m3/s (Veksler and Donenberg, 1963)

Stage-discharge curves for the Ob river downstream from Novosybirski 
dam are illustrative of the changes that can occur at a particular 
site as a result of degradation (Fig. 2.33). Temporal changes in 
water levels are best obtained by observing changes in level for a 
speoific discharge. The long term mean annual discharge is most 
appropriate for this purpose.
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Jffiû 4M /M
Water discharge , mJ/s

Fis.2.33» Stage/discharge curve; Ob river downstream from 
Novosibirsk! dama for the period 1958-1980 (Veksler and 
Donenberg. 1983)

Table 2.10 presents data for changes in water level corresponding to 
the long term mean annual discharge downstream from a number of dama. 
Graphical representation of these dete, given in fig. 2.3ft, show that 
in most cases there is a significant reduction in water levels in the 
first few years after dam closure. Subsequently the rete of change 
decreases and» in some cases. ceases. Often stability may be only 
temporary and a major flood may breach any armour layer that had 
developed and allow further degradation. For example, water levels on 
the river Don downstream from Zimlianskl dam decreased 68cm in the 
first 5 years after dam construction and then stabilised for the next 
5 years. Ten years after dam closure water levels were lowered 
further, decreasing by 120cm after 20 years.
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TABLE 2.10 
Change of vafer level (an) oarrespcnding to a given long term

 m
ean annual discharge 

dow
nstream

 from dam
s (after V

eksler and D
onenberg, 1983, W

ill jam
s and W

olm
an, 1984)

MO. R
iver

Dam
M

ean
w

ater
dis
charge
(nr/s)

Cbsex- 
vatio- 
nal pe
riod 
(years)

Y
ears after dam

 closure
A

t the end of the 
observation period

0
1

2
3

5
7

IO
15 

20 
natural

according 
to design

1. V
olga

R
ybinski

1120
16

-52
-52

-52
2. V

olga
G

orkovski
1690

15
+26

+26
+26

0
0

0
-16

-35
-35

-IO
*

3. V
olga

K
uibishevski

7620
12

0
+13

+38
+55

446
+35

+19
+10

-15
4. V

olga
Saratovskii '

7830
4

-39
-37

-19
-2

+4
-15»

5. V
olga

V
olgogradskii

7960
11

0
0

-12
-19

-20
-24

-36
-50

-13
6. Kama

Pennaki
1630

7
0

0
0

0
-20

-35
-35

7. Kama
V

odkinski
1710

IO
0

-25
-25

-25
-25

-40
-50

-50
8. U

fa
Pavlovski

336
12

-30
-39

-47
9. Don

Tzim
lianski

675
19

0
-24

-48
-68

-68
-68

-68
-96

-122
-40

IO
. Eoepr

K
iev aki

1050
7

0
-34

-34
-40

-65
-65

-65
11. Enepr

m
eproges

1650
+6

-44
-44

12. Daugava
R

Ljski
640

5
443

+21
49

+9
13. Neman

K
aunaski

293
12

0
-17

-28
-40

-68
-68

-68
-92

-104
-104

14. K
ura

M
ingechauski

397
3

-80
-94

-107
-107

15. K
ora

V
arvarin8ki

397
IO

-40
-58

-66
-88

-92
-92

-112
-112

16. Ob
N

ovoeibirski
1640

9
0

-18
-29

-42
-53

-67
-82

-116
-156

-so***
17. Irtysh

U
st-K

anenogorski
629

IO
+20

+20
+ 20

-loo
18. Syr-D

aria
Farhad ski i

7
-72

-126
-126

19. M
urgab

Tashkeprinski
50

15
20. M

urgab
G

indiicushki
55

eo
-405

21. M
urgab

Tedjenski
35

7
-560

-560
22. C

olorado
Parker

90
5

+20
-90

-190
-170

-260
-260

23. Jem
ez

Jem
ez Canyon

0.37
5

-30
-50

-70
-loo

-240
-240

24. M
issouri

R
ort Peck

85
40

0
0

-20
-25

-30
-60

-80
-120 

-140 
-150

25.  M
issouri

F
art H

andelii
464

17
0

-30
-30

-30
-30

-40
-50

-70
-70

26. M
issouri

G
avins Point
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20

-60
-65

-70
-70

-70
-75
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-120 

-180 
-180

27. Sicky H
U

I
K
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0.50

20
0

0
-30

-30
-90

-90
-90

-100 
-140 
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28. R
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M
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3.4

IO
+10

+10
0

-30
-50

-90
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29. N
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7
+20

+20
-40

-70
-100

-loo
30. Red

D
eniscn

3.7
18

0
-40

-50
-90

-100
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-120
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31. N
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Down B
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4.2
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0

-IO
-IO

-IO
-20

-40
-60

-70 
• -90 
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B
uffoni
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15

0
0

-15
-20

-30
-40

-70
-100

-loo
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42

0
0

-IO
-IO

-15
-20

-50
-55 

-60 
-75

34. M
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T
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2.8
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-20
-22

-24
-24

-25
-20
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■ -20 
-20
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an

C
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1.3
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-20

-2C
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-20
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-25
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-40 
■-50 

-50

x - 
5 years after dam

 closure 
xx - 15 years after dam

 closure 
sex - 50 years after dam

 closure
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Pig.2.34. Changa in water level corresponding to the Ione term mean 
annual discharge downstream from dams (numeration 
according to table 2.10)

Some rivers show a temporary increase in water levels, as for example 
downstream from Kuibishevski, Corkovski and Canton dams, due to 
deposition of scoured material.

2.2.3.6 Length of degraded reach The length of degraded reach
downstream from a dam depends on the local differences between the 
sediment load and the transport capacity of the river.

If non-erodible layers are exposed, or the bed becomes armoured by 
coarse material immediately downstream from the dam, then erosion 
will occur further downstream where transport capacity exceeds 
sediment supply. One example where this occurs is on the river Ser 
Dat'la below Parhadski dam (Pig. 2.25).
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Th* length of reach subject to erosion varies between rivers and for 
a particular river, over time. Consequently the data presented In 
table 2.11 are simply Illustrative of the length of channel affected 
by erosion for the time period Indicated. In some cases, the length 
of degraded reach Is limited by the existence of natural or 
artificial baea levels, for example, confluence with the sea, lake, 
reservoir, series of reservoirs, or a weir.

Williams and Wolman (1984) showed that the length of the degraded 
reach Increases with time (table 2.9). On the Colorado below Hoover 
Dam, the length of degraded reach 6 months after dam closure was 
21km, 1 year after - 28km, 2 years after - 50km, 3 years after - 
85km, 5 years after - over 120km. Similarly, on the river Saalach 
downstream from Reichenhall Dam the length of degraded reach was 9km 
21 years after dam closure and 18km (Lane, 1955) after 47 years 
(Weiss, 1984) without stability being achieved.

Determination of the rete of migration of erosion downstream Is of 
considerable theoretical and practical Interest. Unfortunately data 
are very limited. The maximum recorded downstream rate of movement 
Is 42km/year. Mean rates of migration can aiso be large) as high as 
40km/year downstream from Iron Gate I dam on the river Danube and 
mora than 30km/year downstream from Aswan dam.

2.2.3.7 Variation of bed-material grain sizes Bed-material size 
In the reach downstream from the dam exerts considerable Influence on 
the nature, degree, rete and extent of degradation.

Bed-material Is usually non-uniform, not only at a given site, 
surface and subsurface, but aiso along a length of river. Although 
there are coarse fractions In the bed material, these can normally be 
transported by the river under natural conditions. Decrease In peak 
discharges after dam closure, due to flood storage, reduces the 
ability of the river to transport the coarsest fractions of the bed- 
material. However, reduced sediment loads downstream from the deoti 
allows the regulated flows to erode fine material from the bed And 
banks. This leads to a progressive coarsening of the bed material 
and the development of a surface armour layer. Thia surface armour 
protects the subsurface layers from erosion.

If the surface armour Is breached during a major flood event, then 
erosion can be re-established until a new armour layer develops. 
Thia occurred on the leer river downstream from Dungolflng Dam (Bauer 
and Burs, 1968) where the river bed had been stable for 4 years due 
to bed armouring, and became unstable after the passage of a large 
flood breached the armour layer.

Progressive downstream movement of the zone of erosion enables the 
armouring process to develop further downstream. Coarsening of the 
bed material has occurred downstream from Iron Cata I Dam on the 
Danube In the 8 years following dam closure. Over a long length of 
river the mean diameter of bed material was ten times greater than 
its value prior to dam construction (Raynov et al., 1979) (fig. 
2.35). It is anticipated that the coarsening process will progress 
further downstream sinae hydraullo conditions are similar.
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Fie. Z. 35 Downstream chanae in bed material size and bed elevation 
on the Danube 8 years after closure of iron date I dam 
(after Raynov et al., 1979)

Some examples of the chance in the size of bed material downstream 
from dama have been obtained by Williams and Wolman (1984). In 
ceneral there is a proeressive coareenlne of the surface bed material 
both in time and space, althoueh they vary in detail due to specific 
site conditions.

A direct relation has been observed between mean bed-material size 
and the depth of bed deeradatlon downstream from Kanopolis Dam (13 
years after dam closure) and Denison Dam (16 years after dam olosure) 
(fie. 2.36) probably because the mean bed material size does not vary 
considerably with distance and that subsurface variations ara 
comparable between sites.
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Distance downstream from the dam , km

Fia. 2.36 Downstream chances in bed material size and bed 
degradation a) Kanopolis Dam (13 years after dam closure)» 
b) Denison Dam (16 years after dam closure) (after 
Williams and Wolman. 1984)

A gradual increase in bed-material size. both in time and space, has 
been observed on the Colorado downstream from Hoover Dam (fia. 2.37). 
During the first year after dam closure the median bed material size 
20km and 70km downstream from the dam was 0.15-0.20mm. After 3 
years. the median bed material size had increased to 23mm lust 
downstream from the dam. while only a small increase was observed 
between lO-HOkm and no chanae at 70km. Thirteen years after dam 
closure the median bed material size below the dam and 4okm 
downstream had increased to 8Onus and coarsening had occurred at 
135km.

Bed-material grain sizes along the river colorado wera practically 
uniform throughout the entire 130km river reach downstream from Park 
Dam (median size approximately 0.15mm) (fia. 2.38) at dam closure. 
Five years later the median diameter at distances 26 and 64km below 
the dam lncraased to 0.4mm, while at 130km it remained the same. 
After 15 years the median grain size 26km downstream from the dam 
lnoreasad to 20mm. i.e. over 130 times larger than the median grain 
sica under naturel conditions. The maximum valus of the median grain 
size 64km from -the dam was obaarvad 20 yaars after dam oloaure. while 
at 130km It tenda to increase slightly throughout the entire 35 year 
period.
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Thus, the rete of bed degradation Is retarded by armouring and, under 
certain conditions, prevents further erosion over long stretches of 
river. Thia means that within the armoured reach sediment transport 
rates are progressively reduced with the result that bank erosion 
occurs, or bed degradation takes place further downstream. 
Therefore, the degree and extent of degradation has a major influence 
on the bed material grain size distribution.

Although there are a number of methods available for predicting the 
development of an armoured layer, unfortunately they give different 
results indicating the need for further research on this topic.

2.2.3.8 Stabilization of the river bed Determination of the 
conditions controlling the cessation of erosion is of considerable 
theoretical and practical interest.

Downstream from dams, stabilization of the river bed is possible by:
1. Increasing sediment load up to a value corresponding to the 

transport capacity of the flow;
2. Decreasing the transport capacity of the flow;
3. Armouring of the river bed by the coarse component of the 

bed material.

Sediment discharge downstream from a dam will increase after 
sedimentation has partially or completely filled the reservoir. The 
time for this to occur depends on the sediment yield of the 
catchment, the size of the reservoir and its trap efficiency. In the 
case of reservoirs with a small regulating capability, this is 
relatively quickly achieved. For instance, 3 years after the 
Etenbach reservoir on the river Inn' was commissioned, sediment 
discharged from the reservoir (fig. 2.3 ) enabled the original 
longitudinal profile of the river to be restored. In contrast the 
increase in sediment discharge downstream from reservoirs which have 
a large regulating capability and trap efficiency is particularly 
slow. Thus, the High Aswan reservoir on the Nile transmits only 1-2# 
of the total sediment discharge in the first years after dam closure 
(fig. 2.2), while after 500 years it is predicted that it will 
transmit 8# of the sediment supplied to the reservoir.

The sediment discharge downstream from dams is aiso influenced by 
contributions from tributaries. Furthermore, a reduction in water 
levels, due to bed erosion and run-off regulation during flood 
events, inevitably leads to a temporary Increase in sediment yield 
from the tributaries as a result of erosion in their lower reaches.

Many interesting solutions have been proposed to increase sediment 
run-off to compensate for reduced loads below the dam in order to 
stop erosion. For example, on the Rhine, it was predicted that the 
river bed would be lowered by 15m unless material was injected into 
the river. To stablize the bed, 170,OOOm^/year of coarse material is 
tipped into the river over a 50km reach, 33ft-390km downstream from 
the dam, and Just below a major set of locks (fig. 2.39) 
(Untersuchungen, 1981).
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Fis. 2.39 Longitudinal profila of the river Rhine (after 
Untersuchungen. . . , 19dl)

The gradual decrease In the transport capacity of the river 
downstream from dams, as a result of erosion. is self stabilizing. 
The increase in cross sectional area of the river, reduced slope, and 
related decrease in flow velocity are the dominant factors 
responsible for reducing the transport capacity. The rate of which 
this effect develops depends mainly on the erosional resistance of 
the bed and bank material and the degree of bed armouring.

Engineering works aimed at decreasing channel slope downstream from 
dams, by building weirs and barrages, reduces erosion upstream from 
the check dams but not downstream from them. These engineering 
structures reduce the transport capacity in the backwater zone which 
reduces sediment transport rates. Therefore the erosion process is 
transmitted further downstream.

A typical example of this process has been observed on the Danube 
following the construction of Iron gate I dam in 1970 (Fig.2.40). In 
the first ten years following dam construction degradation affecting 
300km of channel. The most serious erosion being observed lust 
downstream from the dara. In 1984 Iron Gate II dam was built and this 
has a much lower regulating capability and trap efficiency. As this 
does /,ot appreciably change the transport capacity of the river or 
the calibre of the transported material, it is likely to increase 
degradation downstream.

Armouring of the bed (formation of a protective surface layer) by the 
coarse component of the bed material downstream from a dara is often 
the factor controlling the development of a stable condition. Onca 
formed erosional activity is transmitted downstream where the process 
is repeated.
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Fig.2.40 Degradation downstream from Iron Qate I dam on the 
river Danube

The development of an armour layer depends on the grain size of the 
bed material, particularly the presence of material with a threshold 
velocity for initiation of motion greater than maximum flood 
velocities during reservoir releases. In some oases erosion may 
reveal layers of non-erodlble or slightly erodible material, as for 
example downstream from Farhadski dam on the river Ser Daria 
(Fig.2.25). Alternatively gravel may be artificially introduced into 
the river in order to stabilise some sections of the river bed as, 
for example, on the Missouri.

Due to the faat that in most rivers the bed material is 
heteorgeneoua, both in depth and distance, the final stable profile 
may be quite irregular.

The multiplicity of factors that can influence erosional activity 
poses problems for predicting degradation downstream from dama.

Investigations into erosion on the Nile downstream from High Aswan 
Dam since its closure in 1966 illustrates the problems that can arise 
(Fig. 2. Iii). The proponents of dam construction predicted that 
degradation of the bed would be negligible, while the opponents 
contended that the bed would degrade by Ussi* Field measurements of 
actual degradation by Shalash (1983) proved that it was much smaller 
than predicted values (table 2.12). On the basis of hydrological 
observations 3 years after the closure of High Aswan Dam, Hammad 
(I9&2) concluded that degradation would be relatively small.

Predictions of large soale erosion on the Nile are based on ‘the 
assumption that stabilisation of the river bed would be achieved when 
a new slope had formed corresponding to a 98# reduction in sediment 
discharge. The potential for bed armouring was ignored. In oontrast, 
Hammad considered that armouring of the bed surfaoe was of primary 
importance. According to him armouring precludes the need for a 
significant reduction in slope.
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ïheMékliterranean

Asiutbarra

Saga Hamadi arrage

Esna barrage

Low Aswan dam 
High Aswan dam

Kis»2,Ul Dama and barrases on the river Nile

TABLE 2.12 Reduction in water levels downstream from barrages and dama 
on the river Nile (after Sha lasti, 1983)

Dam Distance Predicted reduction in water Observed
downstream Height of Year of level by 1982 reduction in
from the dam dam dam clo- ■■ water level by

(tan) (ra) sure Hastata VBB Hydro- Shalash 1982
project

(m)
1957 1960 1973 1965

High Aswan Dam 0 loo 1969 8.5 3.5 3.0 2.5 0.6
Low Aswan Dam 6 40 1902 - 4.0 - - 0.9
Ewa barrage 173 5 1908 9.0 3.5 3.5 2.5 0.8
Naga Hmaadi barrage 366 5 1908 7.0 3.5 3.5 2.5 1.0
Assiut barrage 551 5 1902 6.5 3.5 3.0 2.5 0.7
Delta barrage 960 3.5 1936
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Results to date Indicate that Hammed's conclusions w«re correct. 
After about lm of erosion an amour layer. 6cm thick, formed on the 
surface, increasing the roughness and stability of the river bed. It 
should be noted that such a process is possible on the Nile because 
flood storage precludes the release of high discharges which would 
destroy the amour layer and precipitate further erosion.

2.2.A Changes in channel width

Considerable attention has been paid to the study of bed erosion and 
related water level changes downstream from dams, while little 
attention has been given to ohanges of ahannel width even though it 
may be significant.

Observations indicate that bed degradation downstream from dams, or 
rapid changes in water levels on rivers which are regulated for 
hydro-electric power production can cause serious bank erosion if 
they are not resistant to erosion. However, where much of the 
streamflow is diverted from the river, width can be reduced by 
deposition and vegetation encroachment.

Williams and Wolman (1984) in their study of changes in channel width 
downstream from dama observed, on the basis of comparatively limited 
dete from the USA, that 22X showed no change in width, 46X an 
increase (Port Peck, Savins Point, Medicine Creek, Town Buff, Port 
Randall), 26X a decrease (Jemez Canyon, John Martin, Port Supply. 
Canton Dama), 5% first widening then narrowing (Canton Dam) and IX 
narrowing then widening. The maximum increase of river width was 
observed to be 100X, while the maximum.narrowing was 50X.

A large number of factors Influence river width downstream from dama: 
extent of streamflow regulation, water distribution systems, diurnal 
flow fluctuations, especially with hydro-electrio power stations, 
erosional resistance of the banks and the degree of bed erosion. 
Obviously changes in width decline downstream as the magnitude of the 
reduction in water and sediment discharge decreases. Nenov'a studies 
(1985) showed that in most cases a reduction in channel width is 
observed and may be es high es 70X downstream from reservoirs in 
which a large part of the streamflow is diverted for irrigation or 
water supply. Any reduction in channel width reduces the flood 
oapaclty of the ahannel, which can negate the effect of the reservoir 
in reducing flooding.

Gradual and systematic changes in channel width and depth at a site 
8km downstream from Gardiner Dam on the South Saskatchewan river 13 
years after dam closure is shown in figure 2.42 (Galay, 1983). In 
oonstrast rapid ohanges in channel width are observed where the river 
is braided. The Yellow river downstream from Sanmexla Dam (Li, 1980), 
where degradation reduced water levels by 4m in 4 years (fig.2.43), 
is another example of this process. Erosion occurred over a distance 
of 68km and ohannel width was considerably decreased. Where bank 
enoplon occurs material is supplied to the river which may, to a 
certain extent, make up for the reduction in the supply of material 
from upstream.
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Fig.2.42 Changes in oroaa section in 13 years following dam olosure 
at a alta 1.6km below Gardiner dam. South Saskatchewan 
river (after Oslay et al., 1983)

IO ko

Fig. 2.43 Changes in the plan geometry of the Yellow river 
downstream from Sanmexia Dam in 4 years after dam closure 
(after Li et al., 1980)

Occasionally river regulation and interbasin water transfers san 
cause degradation down to bedrock. Thia has ooaurred on Five Mila 
Creek, Wyoming, following a fifteen fold Increase in discharge for an 
irrigation system. Subsequent bank erosion Increased ohannel width 
to 10m in the rock chute seotlons and 300m in seotlons with alluvial 
banks (Lana, 1955), •
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Willl*m« *nd Wolman (1984) noted that downstream from Fort Peok dam 
about 60-70% of the eroded material oome from the banks and 30-40% 
from the bed, while on the Red river and North Canadian river 50-95# 
of the eroded material came from the banka. In contrast, on some 
reaches of the river Colorado downstream from dama, channel width is 
stable and the river bed erodes. Some typieal chances in channel 
width, for the period from dam closure until it stabilises, are civen 
in flC'2.44. Althouch width adjustment is very variable, stability is 
eventually achieved.

Years after dam closure

FiC«2.44 Examples of relative increase of channel width with time 
(after Williams and Wolman, 1984)

a. Missouri river, 61km downstream from Savins dam
b. Missouri river, 19km downstream from Fort Randall 

dam
c. Red river, 150km downstream from Denison dam
d. Missouri river, 1.6km downetream from Fort Randall dam 
f. Missouri river, 11km downstream from Fort Randall dam
e. Red river, 60km downstream from Denison dam
C. Missouri river, 14.5km downstream from Savins Point 

dam '
h. Missouri river, 47km downstream from Sarrlson dam
i. Missouri river, 48km downstream 'from Savins Point dam
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Vegetation plays an important role in limiting bank erosion duo to 
their root systems increasing the tensile strength of the bank 
material. Reduction in the magnitude and frequency of floods 
downstream fron the dam encourages the development of shrubs and 
trees on the channel margin. These vegetated seotlons help to prevent 
bank erosion by decreasing the local flow velocity and encouraging 
deposition. regardless of the fact that immediately downstream from 
the dam a sediment deficit exists.

3- EROSION DUE TO REDUCTION IN BASE LEVELS

A reduction in base level, by the removal of rapids or dredging bed 
material, can cause degradation. Base level may be a lake, the sea, 
a reservoir, a main river or a local channel control. Lowering the 
water level leads to Increased slope, velocity and transport capacity 
and, as a result, initiates erosion which gradually proceeds upstream 
(fig.3.1).

base level

Fig.3.1. Change of water level and river bed profile due to a 
- reduction in base level

Erosion of the bed a of main river often results in lowering the base 
level of its tributaries. Downstream from a dam water levels are aiso 
reduced during flood events which effectively rejuvenates the 
tributaries and precipitates erosion.

delay (1983) gave the following- Interesting example illustrating this 
phenomenon. The 1-29 interstate highway leading from Iowa into South 
Dakota orosses the Big Sioux river about 2.4km upstream of its 
confluence with the Missouri river. Towards the end of March 1962 a 
flood took place on the Big Sioux, while water levels in the Missouri 
were kept constant by controlling releases from several upstream 
reservoirs. The difference in water levels on the Big Sioux and the 
Missouri on 26 March was about lm rising to 5.7m on 1 April. As a 
result serious degradation on the bed of the Big Sioux ooourred which 
resulted in the collapse of a highway bridge.
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A* * result of tributry erosion. aggradation can occur downstream 
from Its Junction with the main river. This has occurred at the 
confluence of the river Samary with the Volga 100km downstream from 
Kulblshevski Dan. On the highway bridge over the Samary near its 
confluence with the Volga, flood flow velocities of 4-5m/s have been 
measured, while under natural conditions, pre-dam construction, they 
did not exceed 2.0-2.5m/*« Due to erosion on the Samary, sediment is 
being deposited in the Volga with the result that navigation depths 
are becoming limited (Veksler and Donenberg, 19&3)«

Regulation on the river Don by Tsimlianski Dam rejuventated the North 
Donets during flood events. In 1953 the flood discharge on the North 
Donets was very high (up to 3500m^/s) while flows on the Don 
downstream from the dam did not exceed 60*3/*. The reduction in base 
level and associated increase in the slope of the lower reach of the 
North Donets (fig.3.2) caused substantial erosion of bed material 
which was subsequently deposited in the Don. In order to maintain 
navigation depths, considerable dredging has been carried out 
(Serebriakov, 1970).

North Donetz river

Don river

pre dam

post dam

Distance
Pig.3.2 Water surface profiles of the Don river, downstream from 

Tsimlianski dam, and the North Donets river (Serebriakov, 
1970)

Changes in sea level can aiso adversely affect erosion rates. A 2.5m 
reduction in the level of the Caspian Sea (fig.3.3), partly due to 
natural processes but aiso due to increased irrigation in the river 
basins draining to the Caspian, has resulted in erosion.
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Pig.3.3 Relativa changes in the level of the Caspian Sea for

period 1830-1965

Reservoir weter levels, es they respresent the base level for 
inflowing rivers, have a major effect on reservoir sedimentation. 
Consideration should be elven to this aspect when computing rates of 
sedimentation.

4. EFFECT OF DREDGING ON CHANNEL STABILITY

Dredging bed material not only results In a lowering of the river bed 
and water levels, it can aiso cause progressive degradation both 
upstream and downstream. Data show that an Increasing amount of river 
alluvium is being used as building aggregate in a number of regions 
of the world. Removal of material from rivers alters the natural 
sediment transport regime, both upstream and downstream from the 
point of sediment removal, which can affect the stability of existing 
river engineering works. Predicting the degree and extent of erosion 
associated with planned dredging operations is of paramount 
importance in order to safeguard existing structure.

Usually dredged depths ' and widths ara related to the else of the 
channel while the length will exceed the width of the river. The 
annual removal of material is usually 1-2 times the longterm mean 
annual bedload discharge.

Lowering of the bed and water levels due to dredging causes local 
ohanges in river slope over the dredged section and upstream and 
downstream from it (Pig. <1.1. ).
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Zone of river 
bed cutting

River bed 
erosion zoneEddy zone

Fia. 4.1 Chanae» in bed and water level» in dredaed reach 
(Snishchenko et al., 1982)

AA * - water and bed surface before dredalna

BB/ - water and bed surface after dredalna for a period of 
tina

The Increased water surface slope upstream results in an increased 
flow velocity. The latter may aiso arise from a reduction in surface 
resistance due to destruction of the coarse armour layer. Increased 
velocities encouraae further erosion whioh results in a lowerina of 
the water surface. Bed load and coarse suspended load derived from 
upstream are deposited in the dredged section.

As a result of bed load being trapped in the dredged reach, erosion 
ooours further downstream, with associated lowering of bed and water 
levels, since the transport capacity of the river has not changed. 
This is responsible for a further reduction in water levels upstream.

The reduction in water levels lowers groundwater levels in the flood 
plain. This can alter the soil water regime of the flood plain 
adjacent to the river, which can adversely affeat trees (perennial 
vegetation) whose root systems cannot adapt Quickly to rapid changes 
in water levels.

The length of ahannel affected by erosion depends on a variety of 
factors, including the amount of material dredged, bedload transport 
volumes, size of dredged section and oalibre of the bed load. 
Observations show that it oan exceed 20-30 times the width of the 
river bed. Removal of 400,000 m3/y»ar of bed material from the river 
Maritza (Bulgaria) downstream from Plovdiv caused the river to 
degrade by 2.5m. Erosion subsequently spread downstream and upstream 
(Fig. 4.2) endangering*the foundations of the city bridges and bank 
support walls. One bridge, built over 120 years ago, aollapsed.
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Distance upstream freri dredged section , ko

Fi*.4.2 Degradation on the river Marltza, Plovdiv. (Sulcaria) as a 
result of dred*in*

An example of the effect of rénovai of amour Material from the bed 
of the Chao Phraya is presented by Tlncsenchali and Overbeek (1980). 
Dredsin* at a point 50km below Chao Phraya dam caused headward 
degradation towards the dam (Fig. 4.3). If dredging continues 
erosion may endanger the foundations of the dara. Prior to dredging 
activity, degradation had not occurred downstream from the dam 
because of the reservoir's small regulating capacity.

Another example of the adverse effeot of dredging is presented by 
Agostini et al. (1981). On the river Brenta in Italy dredging has 
been oarried out at a aita Just downstream from an autostrada bridge 
(Fig. 4.4). In order to stop headward erosion and provide stability 
for the bridge a weir was constructed. As a result of incorrectly 
predicting scour depths downstream from the weir during flood events, 
the weir collapsed enabling erosion to progress upstream to the 

•bridge (Fig. 4.5). In order to stop further incision and destruction 
of the bridge a new larger weir was built (Fig. 4.4) which was 
designed to promote aggradation and the re-establishment of the 
original bed elevation in the region of the bridge.
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FI#.4.3 Degradation on the Chao Phraya River, Thailand (after 
Tinseanohal and Overbeek, 1980)
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he 1.H Desradatlonal activity in vicinity of bridge 
river Branta Italy (after Agostini et. al. 19&1)
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Fig.4.5 Undercutting of bridge piers due to erosion, following 
failure of a weir, river Branta. Italy (modified from 
Agostini et al. 19ÔI).

5. CHANNEL INSTABILITY DUE TO RIVER TRAINING

The training of comparatively small rivers for flood control, 
navigation and channel stabilization purposes often promotes 
considerable instability in the river system. For example, 
modifications to the Willow River in Iowa carried out between 1906 
and I920 converted 45km of meandering river into a straight drainage 
ditch. Within 4 years the channel had incised 7-8m as illustrated in 
Figure 5.1.

In sosM eases Incision can affect the stability of bridges, as on the 
Homoohitto River in southwest Mississippi. Modifications carried out 
between 1938 and 1940 oaused rapid degradation for up to 4Okm 
upstream which, in the period 1945-74, resulted in the collapse of 
several highway and railway bridges. Damage totalled approximately 
410 million.
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water surface - 1919 
Channel bed 1919-1920

Longitudinal distance , km

Pi*.5.1 Progressive degradation of Willow river drainage ditch, 
Iowa in the period 1919-1960, due to channelization (after 
Daniels, i960).

Erosion on the Mississippi River after regulating a reach 480km long 
is shown in Figure 5.2. This is based on a comparison of flood 
profiles before and after channel straightening.

Distance , km
Fig.5.2 Changa in average high water profiles es a result of out- 

offs, Mississippi river (after Wlnkley, 1977),

The downstream morphological changes on the river Salzach wera 
studied by Scheurmann, Welas, Mangeldorf (198O) to Identify the 
effect of training works on channel stability. The Salzach had been 
unstable prior to river training, being braided between Salzburg (km
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66.3) and Lauffi* (km 47.8) with a width ranging from 1900m to 3800m. 
In order to establish a fixed boundary between Austria and Bavaria 
(the river serven as a boundary), create suitable conditions for 
navigation, prevent floods, etc., training works wera carried out in 
the reaoh from the mouth of the Saalach (km 59.3) to Laufen (km 47.8) 
and from Geisenfelden to Tlttmoning in the period 1620-1840. This 
included narrowing of the river bed to 152m by means of bank 
revetments. Between 1860-1909 the channel width was further reduced 
to 114m. The training works oaused considerable instability. 
Erosion processes developed in the narrowed reaches due to increased 
velocities of flow. Some of the eroded material was deposited 
further downstream. The ohange in the annual mean water level at 
Soiling, ffallein, Salzburg, Laufen, Tlttmoning (Pig. 5.3) indicates 
where erosion and deposition occurred. No net change in bed 
elevation was observed at Soiling (km 93*6) (Pig. 5«3).

Pege! Cuning ka.93.6

Pegel Hallein ka.80.3before!920 
79. Jalur 1921

Pegel Salzburg ka.86.3t>ef<x<e|952 
M.4 after 1951

Pagei Laufen ka. 4 7'. 8 before! 91 
' 48.6afug90|

47.5afu3lf

Pegel Tittaoning'ha.27.0

Pigure 5.3 Changes in mean annual water levels on the Salzach
river at Soiling, Hallein, Salburg, Laufen and 
Tlttmoning (after Seheurmann et al., 1980).
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Between 1896 and 1965 3.20km of erosion had ocourred at Hallain. 
Thia waa partly due to the training worka carried out during the 18th 
century and alao to the reduced aedlment loada resulting from the 
construction of river engineering works upstream on the Salzaah 
River. Degradation was stopped by the construction of a weir at km 
804 during 1964-1966. Subsequent aggradation has raised bed levels 
by up to 4m.

As a result of the training works, progressive Incision has occurred 
at Salzburg (km 66.28, since 1951 at km 64.35). Stage records 
commenced only in 1893 so erosion rates for before that date have to 
be estimated. Results Indicate that the bed was incised 1.25m between 
1848 and 1895 and 2.30m between 1696 and 1944, and an estimated 5.20m 
for the neriod 1870-1960.

During a flood event In 1954 incision exposed a weak sand layer. The 
next flood, in 1959, eroded the bed by lm at Salzburg, which lead to 
the destruction of the highway bridge at km 75.2. In 1964 a weir was 
built at Salzburg at km 64 in order to stabilize the reach between 
Salzburg and Hallein. Soon after the construction of the weir 
considerable aggradation occurred and water levels were Increased 
(Pig. 5.3). Prior to i860 the stage associated with the mean annual 
water level at Laufen (km 47*8) did not show any systematic change, 
while between i860 and 1900 an increase of about 1.5m occurred. Thia 
was due to the deposition of material derived from upstream where 
training works had been carried out. The reduction In channel width 
from 152 to 114m after 1873 and associated dredging between 1896-1901 
did not stop the aggradation. Further dredging was carried out 
between 1903-1909 and this triggered degradation. Relative stability 
was observed In the period 1930-1960, while subsequently erosion and 
a reduction in the annual mean water level has occurred. This Is due 
to the decrease in sediment discharge at Laufen following the 
construction of Hallein and Salzburg weirs and Urstein dam.

The water level at the Tlttmoning (km 27*0) shows a progressive 
increase between 1838-1920, which Is aiso due to the deposition of 
material as a result of training works upstream. Maior aggradation 
in the period 1833-1869 is due to training works in the reaches 
between the mouth of the Salzach and Laufen and between Oelsenfelden 
and Tlttmoning. Between 1870-1885 the river at Tlttmoning was 
relatively stable, while between 1885-1905 aggradation occurred. 
Thia was due to width reduction upstream from 152-114m, promoting 
erosion and increasing sediment transport rates.

As a result of long term degradational activity, weak layers were 
exposed on the bed of the river between km 59 and km 50, and km 37 
and km 35. Thia necessitated the construction of erosion control 
weirs and the regulation of dredging of coarse material from the 
river bed.

The creation of a out-off leads to a shortening of the rlvnr length 
and a local Increase in slope of the river (Pig. 5.4). This change 
can be natural or man-made. The increased alope results in upstream 
erosion and some of the eroded material being deposited immediately 
downstream from the cut-off. The rapidity and extent of degradation 
depends upon the size of the bed material and the hydraullo geometry 
of the channel. In time, headward erosion will increase slope in 
this upstream section.
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a) Plan view of meander loop

b) Situation prior to cutoff

c).Situation after cutoff

d) Long term situation

Fig.5.8 Headword erosion initiated by a cut-off (after Galay,
1963)•

Field studies of the development of an artificial cut-off on the 
Yang-Tse River have been carried out by Pau Ching-shen. Shin Shoa- 
Chaun and Tuan Wen Chung (1978). Two meanders were cut-off in the 
middle part of the Yang-Tse River in order to shorten the navigation 
route and increase the flood capacity of the ohannel (Fig. 5.5). The 
mean annual discharge of this reach of river is 303,000.10**3, the 
sediment run-off is 290.10°t and the average suspended sediment 
concentration is 0.96 kg/m^/yr.

The upstream, first cut-off was 8.3km long, compared with 36.7km for 
the original meander bend and wes oonstruoted with a bed width of 30m 
and a depth of 6m. The latter corresponding to the depth of the 
alluvial deposits in this reaoh. The second bend. 32.7km long. was 
reduced to 3.6km by the cut-off channel. This channel aiso had a bed 
width of 30m. and a depth of 6 m. while the flood plan deposits 
varied in thickness from 30m at the upstream end to 8-6m at the 
downstream section. The median bed material sise in both reaches was
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coarse send (Dg0 « 0.17mm). The erosa sectional ares of the first 
cut-off channel was 1/30 of the original channel area) the area of 
the second varied between 1/17 and 1/25 of the original sectional
area.

1*cut-o

0 5 IO 20

Pig. 5*5 Location of artificial cut-offs in the middle Yang-Tse 
river (after Pau Ching-shen et al., 197&)

3 stages can be recognised in the subsequent development of these 
cut-offsi first degradation, second meander transformation and third 
ox-bow lake formation. At the beginning of the first stage a small 
part of the streamflow passes through the steep cut-off section. 
Eventually a larger part of the streamflow passes through it, while 
the water surface slope declines as a result of headward erosion. At 
the end of the first stage, when the slope is roughly twice its 
original value, approximately 50% of the total streamflow passed 
through the first cut-off (Pig. 5.6). During the second stage rapid 
siltatlon occurs in the meander bend, and up to 90% of the total flow 
is transmitted by the cut off channel. At the end of the third 
stage, the meander bend is isolated from the cut-off channel and an 
oxbov? lake is formed.

Changes in the flow depth, width (both absolute and relative values) 
and roughness in the cut-off are of considerable interest. Plow 
depth rapidly stablised, while width progressively increased (Pig. 
5.7). The width of both cut off ohannels increased rapidly, with the 
first being considerably wider than the seoond. Seasonal trends in 
width ara notieable at both sites reflecting the Influence of flood 
flows.
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There ape aiso three stages in the development of the meander bend 
post ohannel straightening. Decreases are observed in cross
sectional area( discharge end water surface slope during the first 
stage, and this encourages the deposition of sediment in the meander 
loop. Nevertheless, during this period natural patterns of seasonal 
erosion and deposition are preserved in the bend. At the end of this 
stage the discharge in the meander loop is 50# of its original value.

The second stage is characterised mainly by sedimentation and 
seasonal patterns of erosion and deposition cease. The discharge, in 
the meander loop is less then IO# of the flow in the main river.

An ox-bow lake Is formed in the third stage. The entrance of the 
cut-off silts up before the exit section. When deposition in the 
entrance has virtually ceased, the exit rapidly silts up due to the 
action of reverse currents. Thus, as long as the entrance of the old 
meander loop Is not completely filled, sediment discharge In the bend 
gradually decreases downstream. Immediately after the entrance 
section is blocked to a level, for example, corresponding to the 
average flood level, the cone of maximum deposition shifts to the 
exit section leading to the formation of an Isolated ox-bow lake. 
The rete of sedimentation In the meander loop Is shown In Figure 5.8 
and Figura 5.9.

5 20

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000

Distance, ni

Fig.5.8 Downstream
Ching-shen,

aggradation
1978)

In second meander bend (after Pau
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Pis* 5*9 Aggradation at a) pool and b) riff la «action In second 
«Sander bend (after Pau Chlng-shen, 1978)

The out-offs aiso affected water levels upstream, these being reduced 
by 0.32, 0.42 and 0.59* at 136 Kib. 69 K* and 42km upstream from the
first out-off.
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6. COMBINED EFFECT OF RESERVOIRS, DREDGING, RIVER TRAINING AND

FLOODS ON CHANNEL STABILITY.

Multipurpose water resource development sohemes Involvina river 
engineering works relating to water supply, power generation, 
irrigation, navigation and flood alleviation can ali adversely affect 
the stability of natural channels. While it is possible to identify 
the effect of each type of development on the river within any one 
basin it is usually necessary to consider their joint effect on the 
river system. delay (1983) suggested a scheme which enables the 
eroslonal effect of various combinations of river engineering works 
to be considered (Fig 6.1).

Dowii (leta

Upitrtaa

Dovn»tr*»a
*h

Upstriaa

IlL ''Wik

Fig.6.1 Effect of various combinations of river engineering works 
on erosion.

The river Maritza (Bulgaria) is a typical example where channel 
instability has resulted from the combined effect of dams, river 
training, dredging and weir construction. In the Maritza basin 8 
reservoirs have been built (Fig. 6.2). Dredging has aiso been 
oarrled out at seven sites, the amount removed annually being 20 
times the natural annual sediment yield (pre dam period). Training 
works have aiso been implemented, often involving weir construction 
(Fig. 6.2).

As a result of these changes erosion has occurred producing a 
systematic change in stage-discharge relations (Fig. 6.3). Temporal 
changes in water level for the mean annual discharge are aiso 
indicative of channel instability. information for four sites on the 
Maritza is given in Fig 6.6.
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Maritza river

^ Dredged sections 

V Hydrometric stations

Reservoirs

Fie.6.2 Location of reservoirs. dredged sections. weirs end 
hydrometric stations on the river Maritae (Bulgarie)

The cessation of erosion at Plovdiv is a result of the construction 
of a weir upstreaai from the dredged reach which reduced the water 
surface slope and transport oapaclty of the river. Rapid degradation 
at svilengrad, which threatened to destroy the existing main lina 
railway and road bridges was halted by the construction of a weir 
between the dredged section and the bridges. The weir increased 
water levels upstream and promoted aggradation which protected the 
existing structures.

There are numerous examples where the combination of several factors 
have affected the stability of Alpine rivers in the Federal Republic 
of Germany. Initially several braided reaches were canalised. This 
being followed by some dredging for aggregates and the construction 
of a number of low head hydro-electrlo power stations. Each of these 
ohanges had a significant local effect on sediment transport rates 
which temporarily destabilised some sections of river. In the process 
of attaining a new equilibrium. surface armouring can ooour. However 
during large floods this may be breached, aauslng further Instability 
until a new armour layer is established. When a multiplicity of 
factors affecting channel stability ara altered by man's activities, 
great cara has to be exercised when predicting equilibrium 
conditions, especially when bed armouring is Involved.

The combined effects of aanalisation. dredging and dam construction 
is well illustrated by ohanges that have occurred on the Lech River 
(Federal Republic of Germany). Figure 6.5 illustrates the reduction 
in water levels on the Lech at Sohongau. Landsberg. Schwabstadt. 
Leohhausen and Meitingen as a result of aanalisation. dredging and
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pia*6.3 Staca/discharge ourves at Pazardilk, river Maritza 
(Sulcaria) for tha period 1951-1979
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Fi*.6.4 Chans* in water lavali oorrespondins to tha maan annual 
diaohap** at Pasardjik, Polatovo, Plovdiv and Svilansrad,

floodin*. Aftap oanallzation wopka oommanoad daspadation ba*an whioh 
laad to tha papiodio fopmation and daatpuotlon of an apnoup laver. 
Aftap tha flooda in 1910, oharaetapised by a peak diaohap** of 
llOOm^/a, prosraaalva daspadation ooouppad whioh by 1930, had 
armoured tha bad of piver. No fupthep erosion took plaoa until 1970. 
Chans** in the arose akation of th* Leah at Gapsthoffen indioatea 
that tha bad was aoourad by an avéras* 6-7n (Fis. 6.6 and 6.7) 
between i860 and 1970.

Similarly on tha river Rhain a variety of river ansinaarins works, 
lnoludins canalisation and tha oonstruetion of depth oontrol 
structuras for navisation in th* upper reaohea, have oauaad 
daspadation further downstream.. Watar lavela assooiatad with tha mean 
annual dlsohars* have pposreaslvaly declined aino* 1820, and
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Pia. 6.6 Bad nataplal dlMtttr and dapth of dapradatIon at Schonpau 
on tha pIvop Lach (PRO), dua to rlvar tralnina and floods, 
(aftap Bauap, 1979)

river training

Distance,!»

Pia» 6.7 Proppeaalvw daaradatIon at Qapathoffan, plvap Lach (PRO) 
batwaan 1S&0-1970 (aftap Bauap, 1979)
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particularly «inoa 1900, and ara now bains reduced by aa muoh aa 
3.1om/yaar (tahia 6.1).

TABLE 6.1 Raduotion in watar laval aaaooiatad with naan annual 
discharge on tha Lowar Rhain (aftar Eaohwailar 1952)

Point km Period 1820-1900 Period 1900-1950

total
cm

per year
om

total
om

par year
cm

KBln 688 54 0,4 36 0.7
DBaseldorf 748 112 0.9 97 1.9
Ruhrort 781 213 1.6 148 3.0
Mesal 814 248 1.9 158 3.1
Rees 837 181 1,4 114 2.3
Emmerich 853 133 1.0 69 1.4

Determining tha influence of aaoh faotor on aroaional and 
dapoaitional activity and quantifying tha paramatara controlling 
thaca prooaaaaa la axaaadingly difficult. Any attempt at a solution 
ia dependant on tha availability of long term ayatematic obaervatlona 
of rlvar flowa, aaaooiatad tranaport ratea, calibre and nature of tha 
bad and bank matarial and tha morphology of tha ohannal not only at 
tha affected aita, but cleo upstream and downstream from it.

7. PREDICTING CHANGES IN CHANNEL PATTERN

Krosional and dapoaitional aatlvlty in alluvial rivera, produces 
seven different typas of ohannal pattern, according to a oonoaptual 
morphological modal of channel avolutlon (Pig. 7.1). Tha direction 
of tha arrow shows a suggested increase in tha tranaport capaaity of 
tha river.

Channels with transverse bera era typlaal of intermediate and small 
alluvial rivera aomposed of medium and ooarae Banda, as well es 
mountain and piedmont reaches and some branches of large alluvial 
rivera. It is characterised by separate transverse barst their 
length being 6-8 times the width of the ohannal and th’eir height la 
0.15-0.30 of the flow depth in the pool during flows with a frequency 
of leas than IO*. Channel instability results from the migration of 
the bera downstream whlah produces periodio aggradation and 
degradation at a particular aita. Their preaenoe aan be determined 
by echo sounding, visual air reconnaissance and from aerial 
photographs of the channel taken during low water periods. Thia type 
of river is characterised by the absence of a flood plain.
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Fi*.7.1 Typee of ohennel pattern

1 - channel with transversa bar* (X - spacln* of
transversa bau»*)*
2 - lateral bar (X - spaelnc of lateral bars)»
3 - restricted Meandering (X - distance between 
Inflexion points)i
4' - free Meauiderln* (X - distance between Inflexion
points)I
5 - partial or nonooMplete Meander t
la - ohamnel with Medial barst 5*- braidedt 

(after Kondratiev et al., 19Û2)i
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Charina!.» with alternata lateral hara ara widespread in alluvial and 
piedmont rivers irrespective of bed sediment sica. In general its 
ooourrenoe is restricted to straight and slightly meandering channels 
although it oan be found in some seotions of rivers with medial bars 
and in meandering channels. It is characterised by large shoals, 
located at alternate sides of the ohannal, which may be partially 
exposed during low water. During floods the shoals are submerged 
under water and the channel looks straight while during periods of 
low flow the ohannal is sinuous. Pools in the ohannal ara located 
adjacent to the convex faoe of the bars, or between bars in the 
meander bend. The bar fora migrates downstream during floods, 
maintaining a height of 0.3 Hp, where Hp is the bankfull flow depth 
and a length of (4-6)B, where B is the mean width of the channel. 
Charaaterlstiually rivers of this typa do not have a floodplain and 
bank erosion is relatively minor and random in location.

Restricted meandering is often observed on rivers with flood plains. 
Although meander arc angles, measured between inflexion points, can 
be as large as 120°, free meander development is limited by the non- 
erodlble valley Sida slopes. The thalweg is sinusoidal and the 
meander pattern is not drowned out during flood flows. 
Morphologically this fora is similar to that of the lateral bar type 
with the bars developing into small Isolated seotions of flood plain 
(Pig. 7.1). Bank erosion downstream from the apex of the meander 
bend and associated deposition on the point bar further downstream 
results in the downvalley migration of the meander pattern without 
significant change in its plan geometry. Scour and fill activity is 
similar to that in channels exhibiting alternate lateral bars. 
During low flows the shoals ara subject to erosion, while during 
floods they aggrade. The pools soour during flood events with 
aggradation during the period of flood recession. Bar deposits have 
two components> a lower layer of relatively coarse material, 
comparable in sise to the bed material and resulting from the 
deposition of bed load, and an upper layer of fine sand, silt and 
clay whloh is derived from the suspended sediment load. Levees may 
ooour adjacent to the channel where redueed velocities at the 
interface between channel and overbank flow encourages preferential 
deposition.

Pres meandering is very common on rivers with wide flood plains. It 
is charaoterimed by a single ahannel, like restricted meanders, but 
erosional and dapoaitional processes ara mora complicated es the 
river oan adjust its plan geometry.

Initially, when meander arc angles ara less than 90°, the meanders 
migrate downstream and arc angles tend to lnorease. Thia reduces the 
rete of downstream movement with the oonsequenoe that the shape of 
the meander bend ohanges (bends ara stretched). At arc angles of 
about 140° a meander out-off ooours. The looal increase in channel 
slope in this reach enoourages further Instability as the river 
responds to the new conditions (Chapt. 5). Seasonal soour and fill 
activity similar to that for restricted meanders, can ooour although 
it may not have a permanent effeot on channel evolution. Bedrook 
outcrops, or deposita whloh are resistant to erosion, can modify the 
evolution of the channel pattern.
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Th* flood plain la formed by the deposition of bed and suspended load 
on the point bera. Individual flood events may produoe a series of 
ridges on the bar surfaoe as the meanders migrate downstream whloh 
oan be reflected in the topography of the flood plain. Ox bow lakes, 
at various stages of Infill. are aiso oharaoterlstlo of • freely 
meandering rivers.

Partial or nonoomplete meandering. a variant of free meandering, 
ooours when a ohute channel Is formed aoross the flood plain surfaoe 
and the river Is straightened. It ooours at seotions where the flood 
plain deposits are easily eroded and develops during maior floods. 
During the Initial stage of free meander development a ohute ohannel 
Is cut in the flood plain aoross the meander bend whloh later 
develops Into th* main channel. Th* straightened section Is often 
subject to the rapid development of transverse, medial and lateral 
bera. Eventually the ohute channel transmits most of the flow and an 
ox bow lake is oreated and the eyela oontlnues. This evolutionary 
process ooours rapidly on small rivers. but mora slowly on large 
ones.

Braided channels evolve from partial meandering ones when ohute 
channels form on several adjacent bends. Ali types of bar forming 
processes oan operate in each individual ohannel. Island formed by 
the braiding prooess have the sama surfaoe elevation as the adjacent 
flood plain. As a result of bar development the river is oontlnually 
changing its patterns, and temporary channels oan fons during flood 
events.

Channels with medial bars ara oommon in flood plain, piedmont and 
mountain rivers whloh transport high sediment loads. Rapid 
aggradation produces medial, lateral and transverse bars which, 
during low flow periods give the ohannel a braided appearanoe. in 
river reaches composed of fine sediments the medial bars ara unstable 
at low flows in oontrast to rivers flowing in ooarse and medium sised 
bed material. Colonisation by vegetation oan enoourage the bar to 
develop Into an island. The deposition of fin* sediment on medial 
bars aiso reduces their mobility.

Consideration of ohannel response to eroslonal and depositlonal 
processes, based on the oonoeptual model outlined and the above 
results of eswlrioal Investigations provide a basis for assessing the 
response of the river to any imposed ohanges.

A useful empirical relation has been established for rivers in the 
USSR between ohannel srorphology. valley aioii* and flood discharge 
(fig. 7.2) ( Roafcshln 1968). Thia shows that for an Increase in 
discharge or valley slope (the latter baini» related to sediment 
discharge) ohannel form ohtinges from free to partial meandering and 
eventually to a braided state. The graph is valid for rivers whloh 
have no lateral constraint.
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For Q Sv jfc 350 free meandering is observed, for 350 at Q S v i 
1400 partial meandering ooours and for Q Sy i. 1400 tha ohannal aithar 
haa medial bars, for lorea valley slopes, or lr. braidad, for high 
flood discharges. Thia graph nay ba uaad for prediotivs purposes to 
aaaaas-tha effect on ohannal pattarn of chengae in diaohare* duo to 
rivar engineering works. If flood runoff la raduoad by regulation, 
thora may ba a transition from braidad through non-oomplete 
meandering to fraa meanders, or from straight channels with madial 
bars through partlal/non-oomplata maandaring to fraa maandara. Thia 
haa baan provad in praotioa.

Mean annual maximum discharge , mi/s

Fig. 7.2 Dapandanca of ohannal pattarn on vau ay alope .and maan 
annual maximum disoharga

1 - ohannala with madial barst 2 - partial meahdarlngt 
3 -- fraa meandaringt 4 - braidad channelsi (Romaahin, 
1968)
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Whani engineering works limit' ths width of ths ohannal or its flood 
plain, an approach daveiopad by Snishohanko (1979) ean ba adopted. If 
tha aetiva flood plain width io elven by B0< tha amplitude of tha 
ohannal pattern BA, ohannal width at low flow B. valley alope IQ and 
ohannal alope I. than tha ratios BQ/Ba, Bq/b I^i characterise tha 
ohannal pattern. By definition for a given value of ohannal width, B, 
straight ohannals have narrower active flood plains than braided and 
meandering ones (fig. 7.3). The oritiaal ratios of B0/B at whloh 
ohannel pattern ohanges ara listed in table 7.1. Similarly, oritioal 
values oan be found for 'the ratios of B«/B.

Pig.7.3 Bffeot of ohannel width (B) and valley width (B0) on ohannel 
pattern.

1 ~ free moitnderlng) 2 - nonoomplete/partial meandering) 3 - 
braided! k- - restrloted meaderlngi 5 - ohannel with lateral 
barst 6 - channel with medial bera. (Kondratiev et al,, 
1982).
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TABL! 7.1 Ratios of ohannel to floodplain width» for difforont typos 
of ohonnol pattoni

Typa of ohannel pattern
Mean / Standard

B0/B

Pree meandering 18.30/E. 57 8.86/2.53
Partial or non-complete meandering 10.39/5.70 5.67/1.35
Braided 6.50/I.79 5.58/1.85
Restricted meandering 5.11/1.10 3.8I/O.7I
Channel with lateral bars 2.83/0.58 1.18/0.28
Channel with medial bars I.92/O.68 1.01/0.05

Equally as tha ratio of Ip/i. aiso defines the sinuosity of the 
ohannel (ratio of ohannel length to valley length), then for a given 
valley alope, straight channels have steeper gradients than 
Meandering ones (fig.7.8). The critioal ratios of IQ/I for different 
ohannel forms are listed in table 7*2.

fig.7.8 Effect of ohannel slope (I) and valley slope (Ip) on 
ohannel form. Symbols are given in Pig. 7.3 (Kondratiev et 
al., 1982).



TABLE 7*2 Ratio of valley «Iop* to ohannal «lora for different typas 
of ohannal pattarn (N.B. aiso ohannal sinuosity)

Naan / Standard

Prea meandering 2.00/0.22
Partial or non-oomplata meandering 1.ftl/0.02
Braidad 1.22/0.09
Rastriotad meandering 1.16/0.06
Channel with lateral bars 1.07/0.oft
Channel with madial bars 1.03/0.03

Proa tha data ralatlons Rava baan obtalnad batwaan IQ/I and B0/B and 
batwaan Ip/I and Ba/Bt

Ip/I - 0.05 (Bp/B) -► 0.95 7.1

Ip/I - 0.0ft (B^/B)1'* + 0.96 7.2

whloh anabla chanosi slops to be determined given valuas of tha other 
parameters.

Tha producta of tha two sets of ratios distinguish batwaan diffarant 
types of ohannal pattern!

U*/1) (Bp/B) - A 7.3

(VD <Ba/B) - A± 7.ft

as shown In tahia 7*3.

TABL! 7.3 Naan threshold values of ooefflolent A for diffarant types 
of ohannal pattarn.

Typa of ohannal pattarn
Naan / Standard

Criterion A

Prea meandering
Partial or non-oomplete meandering 
Braidad
Restricted meandering 
Channel with lateral hara 
Channel with madial bars

36.60/11.50
lft. 65/ft.01 

7.93/2.43 
5.83/1.3*
2.60/0.59 
1.97/0.63

A graph of A - (fig. 7*5) oan aiso ba used to determine
channel form, where Q||))Brf is tha mean annual flood, m^/s.
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Pi*. 7.5 Relation between (I0/j)(B0/b) “ (A) end man annual
flood (OgMU') for different ohannel patterns. Symbole es 
for Pia. 7.4. (Prom Kondratiev et al., 19&2).

To predict channel pattern when the flood plain Is narrowed by 
levees, equations (7.3) and (7.4) may be used In addition to the 
followlna relations» I^I « f(B0/B)» I0/I “ *(Ba)i I0 ■ f(Dl B0 
- f ( B ) t A - f Ba « f(B>.

Water development projects oan either have no effect on ahannel 
pattern or the natural pattern oan be ohansed by levee construction, 
dam operation, etc. In the first oase It is necessary to ensure that 
the project value of coefficient A (A_p) equals the natural value 
(An). The. project value can be determined by equations 7.1 and 7.2 
and fit* 7«5> Where chanae 1s expected, a ohoaen channel pattern 
enables a value of Apr to be specified from table 7.3 and fia* 7.5* 
Subsequently values of I^/i, Bq/B, B/B ara selected which enable the 
deslan value of coefficient App to be achieved, usine fles. 7.3 and 
7.4 and table 7.1.

8. PREDICTING EROSION ANO DEPOSITION WITH NUMERICAL MODELS

The prediction of erosion and deposition resupina from ths 
construction and operation of river enclneerinc works Is of 
considerable solentlfla and praotloal Importance. Althouah much 
research has been carried out to develop models for predietlna saour 
downstream from dama, there ara major discrepancies between the 
results produoed by the different models.

Prendeli (1934), as part of the feasibility study for the Chapeton 
reservoir on the Parana River, demonstrated how It was difficult to
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predict some morphological ohtncas downstream from the de» end how 
the results varied, depending on the method used. Accurate prediction 
of aoour downstream from the dam was critical with regard to 
navigation, stability of the hydro-electric power station, river 
regulation and, in particular, the safety of a tunnel, located 
approximately 30km downstream from the Chapeton Dam, linking the 
cities of Santa Fe and Parana.

Under natural conditions-mean annual discharge of the Parana River in 
this reaoh is 16 000 m3/s, the sediment diAcharge is 3320 kg/s and 
the silt concentration is 208 g/m^. The grain size composition of the 
bed material downstream from the dam aita varies slightly, from 0.123 
to 1.00 mm, with an average diameter of 0.30mm while the calibre of 
the auspended sediment ranged from 0.001 to 0.25mm with an average 
diameter of 0.02mm (fig.8.1).

bed load

suspended, sediment

Diameter

Pig.8,1 Natural suspended and bed load grain size distributions
downstream from proposé Chapeton reservoir river Parana 
(after Prendes, 1984).

Xn order to determine the response of the river to regulation over a 
55km long reach downstream from the dam, mathematical modelling 
procedures were used, incorporating in turn the formulas of Shamov, 
Rosslnsky, Kngelund, Toffaletl and Mayor-Pater for sediment routing. 
The predicted changes in bed elevation 25 years after the operation 
of the Chapeton Dam ara presented on fig. 8.2, indicating 
considerable discrepancy between the results.
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0

Ros insky

Distance frcm the dam, km

Fig.8.2 Predicted scour and fill downstream from Chapeton
reservoir, river Parana, 25 years after dam closure using 
various sediment transport equations (after Prendes, 1984).

Shamov's and Rosinsky's equations gave oomperable results, es did 
those of Engelund and Toffaleti. The predicted stage-discharge curves 
downstream from the dam are compared with the current relation in 
fig.8.3. The largest reduction in water level was predicted by Meyer- 
Peter's formula.

Obviously the problem is to determine which approach is most accurate 
and under what circumstances. This can be aohieved only by comparing 
observed and predicted channel changes and by developing improved 
sediment transport equations.

Many methods have been proposed for the computation of degradation 
attd aggradation downstream from dams and hydro-eleotrlc power 
stations. The general character of these models are similar, 
differing only in the form of the constituent flow resistance and 
sedimant transport equations. Essentially they are two dimensional 
models enabling downstream changes in depth to be predicted. Models 
for predicting width and plan shape ohanges await further 
development.

In order to model ohannel ohanges it is necessary to speolfy the 
future pattern of flows (long term, seasonal, weekly, daily), the 
present morphology, hydraulic /ind sedimentary characteristics of the 
ohannel, aritioal threshold velocities for bed material transport, 
transport oapaclty of bed and suspended loads under varying flow 
conditions, the geometry and dynamic nature of any bedforms and 
methods for predicting armouring and the development of local scour 
hollows.
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Water discharge , m*/s
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Fig.8.3 Predloted atage/dlaoharge curves for river Parana 
downstream from alto of Chapeton reservoir 25 years after
dam closure using various sediment transport 
ourrent gauged curve (after Prendes, 1984).

equations and

The basic equations
(Reeomendatsll 1981)i

for computing soour and fill Include

momentum equation>

13V 3

s 9 t 3x

v2

2g

, 'sv«s

r w*F
_1f • 8.1
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water continuity equation:

dF(l-S) 3Q
+ — - 0 8. 2

3 t 3 x
sediment mass balance equation:

3 PS 3*s
----- + ------ “ «8 8. 3
3t 3 x

bed elevation equation:
3* 3B

f s^s * e gr ( -B — + h —) 8. 4
3* 3 t

where: z - vertical distance of bed above zero datum

h - mean flow depth

r*w • t R • P *T» density of water, material in sediment load
and bed material

<*s - sediment discharge (inflow or outflow) per unit flow
length

P - cross sectional area 

if - friction slope 

v - mean velocity 

S - mean sediment concentration 

Q - discharge

Qs - sediment discharge per unit time through cross section 

B - water surface width 

he(j - bankfull mean depth

<X - coefficient which accounts for non-uniform velocity 
distribution

When solving this system of equations the initial geometrical and 
hydraulic characteristics of the channel have to be specified at t ■ 
o, for several sections along the study reach.

Discharge hydrographs and their associated sediment loads provide the 
boundary conditions at the first site (x«0). The lower boundary to 
the study reach is defined by tho section downstream from which 
stability is maintained. However the location of this control section 
can be modified during the course of the computations.

For rapidly varying unsteady flow the system of controlling equations 
(based on eqs.8.1-4) including flow resistance and sediment transport 
equations. can readily be solved by computer using numerical 
integration methods.
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If flows are gradually varying then the equations can be simplified 
by excluding terms which account for the unsteadiness of the flow 
(steady state conditions apply for each time interval At-j).

The simplified system is based on the following equations:

momentum equation:
3 «v!
_ ( — 
3x 2g

+ z + h) - ij.

water continuity equation:

Q « const.•

equation of sediment mass balance and bed scour and fill:

8.5

8.6

f s3^s 3Z 3B
- - B— + hed ‘ 8.'

f gr 3t 3t

On practical grounds it is feasible to compute changes in bed
elevation using finite difference methods (balance method) (eq.8. 8):

«•s aQ8 AZ aB
= - B— + hed — B. 8

ax At

AB

At

In the casa of negligible bank erosion (— & O) this gives:
At

*«s AZ
8. 9-B-

gr ax At

Total sediment discharge Qg should be determined as a sum of the bed 
and suspended load.

For the computation of general erosion, the sediment balenae equation 
is usually written as follows:

t gr
------ vgr ■ ^sAt 8,10

i»s ,

where Vgjp is the volume of bed material eroded during time interval
At.

The application of finite-difference approaches requires the division 
of the reach into sections which have similar hydraulic and geometric 
properties, thereby enabling the reach to be defined by their average 
values. The input hydrograph is divided into time increments during 
whloh the water And sediment are routed through each channel reach 
for every time step. After computing the mean bed elevation in a 
reach for time Atj, and the corresponding change in the free water 
surface, it is possible to compute the change in bed elevation in the 
next time interval At.j+1 and so on.
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Eventually degradation reduces the slope and Increases bed material 
size and, thereby, the transport capacity of the river declines. 
Consequently erosion will cease.

The input load, as well as the computed sediment discharge 
downstream, should be evaluated as the sum of the suspended and bed 
load discharges. To achieve this it is necessary to determine the 
nature of sediment transport processes at discharges in excess of 
critical threshold values.

Observations of sediment transport (sliding, rolling, saltation, 
suspension) may be based on the comparison of the vertical velocity 
component (v) and the fall velocity of the sediment (w). Numerous 
measurements in rivers and flumes (Recomendatsii...,1981; 
Recomendatsi.... 19831 Uchet...,1985) have resulted in the following 
relations between the shear velocity u* = gHl and various measures 
of the vertical velocity components

- vertical component (vav.v), averaged over time and flow depth;

- maximum vertical component (vmax.av.v)• averaged over depth;

- maximum possible vertical component (vmax ) in the zone of
(0.15 - 0.40)H from the bed. '

vav.v ■ °-41 u*

vmax.av.v = 1.28 u# 8.11

vmax. = 1-75 u*

The nature of the sediment transport process can be determined by 
comparing the fall velocity with a measure of the vertical velocity 
component as follows:

w >

v yvmax.
_
V -• zVav. v

w <

v max.

Ul ^ v- max.av.v 

w - ’max.av.v

v a v. v ~

rolling and sliding 

saltation near the bed

saltating particles reach mid flow 
depth

sediment in suspension throughout whole 
flow depth.

Evaluation of the type of sediment transport process may aiso be made 
empirically by analysing the grain size composition of the suspended 
sediment and the bedload (see fig. 8.1 for example).

Bed load discharge may be computed by the formulas of Shamov, 
Roslnski, Meyer-Peter, Einstein-Brown, Schoklitsch, Engelund-Hansen, 
Toffaleti, etc. on the basis of bed material size and local hydraulic 
conditions.

Bed load discharge, Involving dune migration with Froude numbers in 
the range 0.1-1.5 can be determined using the formula developed by 
Snlschenko and Kopaliani (1978):
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0.011 h (m 3/s/m) 8. 12*8

v*

d---------- 1
(>TgH)3

where:

qB - bed load dlscharge/unlt width mVs/m 
hd - dune height ln m 
hd = O.25 H at H < lm 
h^ = 0.20 + 0.1 H at H i. lm 
v - mean velocity ln the vertical, m/s 
H - flow depth, m

Suspended load discharge may be computed 
(1977):

Qs = 0.00056 QNh2

where :

(0.7C + 6)C
N = -------------------------- 8. Ik

g

0.53C - 4.1
hz - ---------------------- 8.15

C-2

suspended load discharge kg s“1 
Chezy coefficient
Hydraulic parameter determined from auxiliary graphs 
(fig.8.4) 
flow depth, m 
fall velocity, m/s 
mean flow velocity, m/s 
discharge, m3/s

Where field data on natural suspended loads are available, It Is 
possible to determine the sediment discharge Qs using a method 
devised by Rosinskl and Kuzmin (1964). This Is based on the 
dependence of the suspended sediment concentration (S) on a parameter 
characterising the flow hydraulics (v3/h).

Two curves are plotted:

the upper curve: v3
S - 23.7 pw   x IO-5 g m-3 8.16

gHw
curve:

v3
S « 4.75rw -------  x IO-5 g m-3 8.17

ghHw
- flow velocity, m/s
- flow depth, m
- density of water, g/m3

- mean fall velocity, m/s

the lower

where: v
H 

I’w

Ul

«s " 
C -
e - 

h -
u - 
V - 
Q -

by Karaushev's formula

V2

gH
6. kg a-1 8. 13
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Fig.8.4 Graph for determination of hydraulic parameter 0 (after 
Karauahev, 1977).

The final requirement is the determination of the equilibrium 
condition. On rivers with fine sand beds equilibrium is achieved as a 
result of a decrease in the water surface slope. In gravel-bed rivers 
the channel stabilizes due to slope reduction combined with bed 
armouring.

The maximum channel depth (Hmax), when erosion ceases in uniform 
material, can be determined fromt

«1
^■ax * ' * 8.18

biuo
wheret

q* - discharge in part of channel cross section bj (m) wide <m3.-l> 1

u0 - non-eroding velocity of flow (m s-1)

Determination of the maximum channel depth when the bed material is 
non-uniform, requires allowance to be made for the development of an 
armoured surface on the bed of the channel (eq.8.19)
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Q
8.19Hmax = m

Bufln

where ufAn le the flow velocity at which armouring occurs

Q - discharge m3e-1

B - channel width m

There ara many formulas! often presented graphically, for determining 
of u0 and Uf£n. For example, the non-eroding velocity u0 for uniform 
non-coheslve material may be determined from figura 8.5. The flow 
velocity at which armouring of the river bed occurs In
heterogeneous non-coheslve material can be determined from 
figura A.6, where k0 (■ 100-p/lOQ) Is the relative content of coarse 
particles In the bed material. The value of p Is obtained
graphically by plotting a grain slze/probablllty curve and obtaining 
the largest value of p (K finer) at which there Is a significant 
change In curvature. In the example in Fig. 8.7, kc » 100-80/100 « 
0.2 If no distinct change of curvature Is observed, it Is 
reaommended that p is set equal to IO percent.

Fig.8.5 Non-eroding velocity for homogeneous non-coheslve bed 
material (Rekomendatsll..., 1981b). (R « local flow depth, 
d - grain diameter).
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Fia. 8.6 Non-eroding velocity ufj.n et which armouring of the river 
bed occurs (Rekomendatsii..., 1981b). (H » local flow 
depth, dc s mean diameter of coarse particles).

P
Z

0 7 dyma

Fig. 8.7 araii! size distribution of bed material.

Comparisons between the observed and the predicted response of a 
river to the construction and operation of engineering works 
indicates the need for further development of modelling procedures. 
This requires research into the physical processes controlling 
erosion and deposition in alluvial channels.
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9 CONCLUSION

Thia report presente nuneroua examples of the effect of den 
construction, reduction In beae lavela, dredclng bed materiel and 
reculatinc and tralnlnc works on channel stability and outlines 
empirical and mathematical procedures for predlctlnc channel response 
to such chances.

The examples, based on published and unpublished reports from many 
countries. Indicate the dramatic effects that erosion and deposition 
can have on the stability of brldces and hydraulic structures, as 
well as their adverse effect on groundwater systems. Future 
development of river basins for water supply, flood control, etc. is 
likely to exacerbate the problem.

Typically the expense of repalrlnc a collapsed structure Is often 
greater than the cost of preventive measures. Often this results from 
Ignorance of the decree and extent of eroelonal and deposltlonal 
aatlvlty occasioned by chances In the flow reclme and patterns of 
sediment run-off. Rather than attemptlnc to predict Instability 
problems and deslcn appropriate protective measures, the problem Is 
usuully lcnored until remedial measures are required. The cost of 
reatlfyinc a problem can be substantial and It would be more 
efficient and timely If potential problems aould be Identified at the 
deslcn stace. Often protective measures are required only for a short 
period of time, particularly durlnc flood events.

Prediction of natural erosion and deposition Is a pre-requisite for 
modelllnc man-induced chances. Unfortunately, exlstlnc methods for 
predlatlnc eroslonal and deposltlonal activity In response to river 
enclneerlnc works and land usa chances elva variable results due to 
lack of central physically based equations for modelllnc flow 
resistance, sediment transport and armourlnc processes.

To aid the development of better modelllnc procedures lone-term field 
lnvestlcatlons of unstable channels, both natural and man Induced, 
need to be oarrled out. This would entail the systematic collection 
of information on dlseharc* reclme, sediment supply and channel 
morpholocy and sedlmentolocy. Field and laboratory studies, in 
combination with theoretical lnvestlcatlons will enable the 
assessment of exlstlnc models and the development of new approaches 
for modellitis scour and fill In alluvial channels. IMP has a key role 
to play in this respect throuch the coordination of theoretloal, 
field and laboratory studies in different countries at.d the 
orcanizatlon of meetincs to discuss research flndincs. This would 
slcnlflcantly aid the development of ceneral and reliable mcdelllnc 
procedures for predlctlnc channel response to man induced aheneus.
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